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ABSTRACT
Migration is one of the most important population dynamics in the world and thus has 
diverse impacts on socio-ecological systems, including their risk to be harmed by disasters. 
However, the prevailing one-sided notion of migration as mostly risk increasing factor in 
current index-based disaster risk assessments lags far behind the multifaceted academic 
discourse about migration impacts on particularly vulnerability and resilience dynamics. At 
the same time, index-based risk assessments are a widely used tool in policy making, whose 
missing incorporation of a holistic migration theory is one factor questioning its imprudent 
application. This thesis seeks to reflect on this issue by taking a systematic approach to 
address conceptual, theoretical and practical questions concerning the operationalization 
of migration in index-based disaster risk analysis. The results are a new conceptual model 
to combine migration and disaster risk theory, an assessment of the current recognition 
of migration in disaster risk indices, and a literature- and expert interview-based 
development and discussion of potential migration-related risk indicators, which could 
enhance a better incorporation of migration impacts in disaster risk analysis in the future.
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1. Introduction

Relevance of Migration as a Global Dynamic

Migration has always been, and continues to be, one of the most important dynamics shaping 
individual lives and whole societies. In 2010, about 222 million people were living in a country 
other than their country of birth (UNDESA 2016, p. 5). An even higher number, about 740 million 
people, are estimated to have migrated within their country in 2009 (UNDP 2009, p. 21). Even 
though such numbers must be handled with care, as no universally agreed-upon definition 
for the term migration exist, these estimates nonetheless give a general idea of how essential 
migration is to the human world: At the end of the last decade, around 13,9% of the global 
population could be called migrants1. 
While new communication, information and transportation channels might lower the costs 
and risks of migration in the increasingly interconnected world we are living in, it notably is 
the continuous existence of spatial differences and hierarchies between resources, risks and 
opportunities localized in a place that make migration so fundamental. In theory, migration 
has the power to establish an exchange of natural, economic, social, institutional and human 
resources, naturally alleviating risk exposure, demographic or institutional pressure and other 
spatial disequilibria, benefiting both emigration and immigration areas through compensating 
motions. However, individual migration decisions and outcomes are far more complex. They 
are embedded in socio-ecological contexts and associated with information gaps, barriers, 
limitations, costs and risks. Migration can therefore also increase risks and pressures for 
migrants, their places of origin and their places of destination. 

The Public, Academic and Political Discussion and Operationalization of Migration

“[…], a comprehensive look on mobility as an underlying dynamic of risk is still absent from 
the DRR [Disaster Risk Reduction] policy and operational agenda.” 

(Guadagno 2017, p. 14)

While negative potential consequences of migration, such as the social and geographical 
uprooting of people, the loss of human resources in emigration areas and uncontrolled urban 
growth along with high resource pressure in immigration areas seem to prevail the public (and 
overall also the political) discourse on migration dynamics, scientists over time have supported 
pessimistic but also optimistic views on migration.2

In the context of disaster risk research, migration first entered the debate during the paradigm 
change away from a “technocratic” emphasis on natural hazards and towards the consideration 
of socio-cultural factors under the concept of vulnerability in the early 1980s. Migration then 
has mainly been understood as a sign of failed adaptation and vulnerability to environmental 

1 Own calculation based on the above migrant numbers by UNDESA (2016) and UNDP (2009) and the 
estimated world population in 2010 (6,933 Billion) as published by The World Bank (2017).

2 For a profound review of theoretical perspectives on migration and its developmental impacts from 1950 
until 2008 see De Haas (2008).
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stressors, putting concepts such as “displacement” or “environmental refugees” in the 
spotlight. Also, when climate change as a new major risk dynamic was recognized, migration 
long remained only a potential, negative outcome of climate change related environmental 
stressors and risks (McLeman 2016, pp. 216-217).
However, with the growing emphasis on adaptation in the United Nations Framework to Combat 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) processes, a 
more optimistic notion of migration, which originally emerged from developmentalist theories 
during the 1950s and 1960s, underwent a remarkable renaissance around 2000 (McLeman 
2016, pp. 217-119; De Haas 2008, p. 48).
As opposed to the prevalent framing of migration as maladaptation or failed adaptation, 
the newly formed “Migration as Adaptation” debate recognized that migration can be a 
form of livelihood diversification, resource exchange and spatial risk spreading and thus has 
a considerable adaptive potential. In this debate, the emphasis was no longer put on the 
causality of migration as an “automatic”, undesirable consequence of climate change, but on 
the effects that migration as a multi-causal and multidimensional phenomenon can have on 
(not only climate change related) risk patterns (McLeman & Smit 2006, p. 32).

While the “Migration as Adaptation” debate gained momentum in academia during the last 
10-15 years, the focus in climate change and disaster risk policies until recently remained on 
displacement and migration as an (undesirable) outcome of risk and other pressures. 
During the negotiations for the Paris Agreement in 2015 it has been brought forward by the 
Advisory Group on Climate Change and Human Mobility that a facility to “serve as a forum 
for sharing experience and enhancing capacities to plan and implement climate adaptation 
measures that avoid displacement, facilitate voluntary migration, and encourage participatory 
and dignified planned relocation” should be established (Advisory Group on Climate Change 
and Human Mobility 2015, p. 4). This quite holistic approach to migration has however not 
been adopted. Instead, the Paris Agreement established a task force “to avert, minimize and 
address displacement related to the adverse impacts of climate change” (UNFCCC 2015, p. 8), 
again reflecting a one-sided focus on migration dynamics as one type of the loss and damage 
created by climate change.
The disaster risk policy community meanwhile did begin to consider a more nuanced view on 
migration in the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030. The framework 
mentions population movements as key dynamic in disaster risk, accounting for relocation, 
displacement and other forms of migration as well as for a wide range of vulnerability and 
resilience re(pro)ducing effects of these migration forms (UNISDR 2017). However, the 
framework mostly fails to operationalize these effects in criteria or indicators to disaggregate 
and analyze disaster risk data and to monitor the development of disaster risk with respect to 
the Sendai Targets (Guadagno 2016, p. 37).

This gap in the operationalization of migration as a multidimensional concept for disaster risk 
analysis is reflected in large parts of the academic literature on risk assessments. While there 
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have been some attempts to operationalize relocation or displacement for risk assessments3, 
other dimensions (in particular positive effects of migration on resilience and vulnerability) 
have been widely neglected so far. This is especially true for quantitative risk assessments 
such as risk indices, which are often regarded to be an important instrument to inform and 
guide policy. One of the most popular risk indices in the academic disaster risk community, 
the World Risk Index (WRI), for instance, only indirectly refers to migration through the Fragile 
States Index4, which is included in the calculation of the coping capacity sub index of the WRI 
(Krause 2016). The subcomponents of the Fragile States Index, quantify migration twice, first 
as the “Massive Movement of Refugees or Internally Displaced Persons creating Complex 
Humanitarian Emergencies” and second as “Chronic and Sustained Human Flight (‘brain drain’, 
growth of exile communities)” (Krause 2016, p. 21)5. Likewise, the INFORM index, a disaster 
risk index which is popular specifically in the humanitarian aid community, relates to migration 
solely under the framing of refugees or displaced people as “uprooted people”, which are seen 
as a particularly vulnerable group (Marin-Ferrer et al. 2017, pp. 36-38). These two examples 
give a first insight in the one-dimensional view on migration in prevalent quantitative disaster 
risk assessments, which will be further addressed in this thesis.

Approach, Structure & Research Questions

As the quote by Lorenzo Guadagno on the former page points out, a comprehensive view on 
migration as underlying risk dynamic still does not exist in the disaster risk reduction policy and 
operational agenda. Too many questions concerning how to theoretically interpret migration 
from a disaster risk angle and how to measure migration as a risk dynamic have been left 
open or are only beginning to be addressed6. Along the way to better incorporate a holistic 
approach to migration in index-based risk assessments, such important open questions have 
to be answered (see Box 1).

3 See for instance Birkmann et al. (2013b).

4 Formerly ‘Failed States Index’.

5 See also The Fund for Peace (2017).

6 See for instance Guadagno (2017) or IOM (2014) for existing attempts to profoundly discuss migration and 
its interrelations with disaster risk.
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Box 1: Research Questions (RQ)
Which role does migration play in disaster risk and how can we account for it in 
quantitative/ index-based risk analysis?

1. Where can migration be placed conceptually in risk theory and methodologically in disaster risk 
assessments?
1.1. How can migration and risk models be linked, accounting for specific characteristics of both 

dynamic concepts, such as the translocality aspect of migration or the embeddedness of risk 
within the greater socio-natural context?

1.2. Which conceptual key interlinkages between migration and disaster risk arise from such a 
model?

2. How is migration currently accounted for in disaster risk indices?

3. How does migration impact different components/dimensions of risk?
3.1. Which themes of migration impacts on risk can be identified?
3.2. How are migration impacts on disaster risk structured? 

4. How can migration-related risk impacts be operationalized?
4.1. How can migration-related risk indicators account for the multidimensionality and dynamic 

nature of migration?
4.2. How can migration-related risk indicators be theoretically and conceptually incorporated, and 

practically applied in risk indices?

5. What ultimate value do the findings have for disaster risk assessment and reduction?
5.1. Which risks and opportunities are related to the practical application of the findings 

(specifically regarding the indicator approach)?

 

This thesis addresses the conceptual and practical operationalization of migration for index-
based disaster risk analysis. The aim is to identify and discuss potential risk indicators that are 
strongly influenced by migration dynamics. Ultimately, such indicators would provide guidance 
for disaster risk assessment and management projects, as they systematically enhance the 
understanding of interrelations between migration and disaster risk and provide a basis for the 
practical incorporation of migration dynamics in quantitative risk assessments.
The main part of the thesis begins with a layout of the conceptual and methodological 
approach to the topic which at the same time explains the structure of the thesis. Basically, 
the thesis is divided in a conceptual part on migration as a dynamic component of translocal 
livelihood strategies and disaster risk complexes, and an operationalizational part which starts 
from literature analyses and leads to the actual indicator development and evaluation. Finally, 
the thesis concludes on the research questions, giving insights on how to theoretically and 
practically account for migration as a key risk dynamic in index-based risk assessments. 
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2. Measuring Disaster Risk in Dynamic Contexts – Conceptual Approach

Disaster risk, just as migration, is a complex concept which has been addressed, refined and 
interpreted in various ways throughout the academic literature during the past decades. The 
operationalization of migration as a disaster risk dynamic thus requires a solid methodological 
and theoretical conceptualization of disaster risk and migration as well as an understanding of 
their respective components and dynamic embeddedness across different scales. 
This chapter starts with an introduction to the functions and methods underlying index-based 
risk assessments and explains in what ways such quantitative approaches are useful, limited 
or challenging – issues that guide the later discussion of indicators. It furthermore gives an 
overview of this thesis’ holistic understanding of disaster risk, which builds the basis for 
following thoughts on the intertwining of migration and specific risk components. 
Subsequently, migration as a theoretical concept is put in the spotlight, and controversially 
interpreted terms and dynamics related to human mobility are explained. Eventually, these 
theoretical preconsiderations form the basis for the “Translocal Livelihoods Risk Model” which 
bridges the migration and disaster risk concepts in an integrated model, identifying conceptual 
interlinkages between both theoretical complexes. 
Throughout the chapter, a number of terms, which often have no generally agreed upon 
definition in the scientific literature, are defined. Additional to the definitions and explanations 
given in the text, a glossary at the end of this thesis provides a condense overview of the most 
important terms and definitions used.

2.1. Quantifying Risk – The Methodological Basis

Purpose of Indicators

For many reasons, the quantitative measurement of risk has fascinated scientists for a long 
time. The quantification of a complex phenomenon through indices is always related to 
simplification and abstraction processes, which make an index a potential means of enhancing 
the understanding of complex features. Together with its capacities to visualize specific 
characteristics of a phenomenon, compare and evaluate conditions and trends of a system, 
and monitor changes, an index also holds the potential to support decision making, provide 
a background for action, and prioritize methods for monitoring (Birkmann 2013a, pp. 91-93). 
Generally, indices and their composing indicators act as a bridge between theoretical concepts 
and day-to-day decision making, as they combine the systematical, abstract dimension and 
the practical, concrete dimension of an issue (Birkmann 2013a, p. 100; Birkmann 2007, p. 30).

RQ 1: Where can migration be placed conceptually in risk theory and methodologically in disaster 
risk assessments?
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Definition

An index usually is a single number resulting from a (weighted) summation or multiplication, 
aggregating two or more indicators (variables) (Ott 1978 as cited in Gallopín 1997, p. 3). 
An indicator is a variable which is an operational representation of an attribute that can be 
interpreted to convey information on a condition or trend of a specific system or phenomenon 
of interest. A risk indicator thus is a variable possibly containing information on risk factors such 
as hazards, exposure, susceptibility or resilience (Gallopín 1997, p. 3; Birkmann 2013a, p. 87).   
A set of risk indicators, can be aggregated to a so-called risk index. 

Methodological Approach and General Limitations/Criticism

Indicator values always need to be interpreted to serve the main interest of the assessment. 
If the goal is, for instance, to measure the vulnerability of a community, one has to identify 
which values indicate high and which show low vulnerability. Since it is a complex task to 
define absolute values for such indicator interpretations, many assessments draw on trend 
evaluation or comparison in order to estimate relative vulnerabilities (Birkmann 2013a, p. 91). 
Accordingly, the information contained in the value (or state) of the indicator arises solely 
from its conceptual (e.g. through a hypothesis) or contextual (e.g. through comparison) 
interpretation. Thus, an indicator always represents a certain abstraction of the actual 
attribute (Gallopín 1997, p. 3; Birkmann 2013a, p. 91). Moreover, indicators often face serious 
limitations related to the availability of data, especially for intangible or highly dynamic 
characteristics. It is therefore important to handle indicators and indices with care: While 
they can be very practical and important tools, they never paint a completely accurate picture 
of real-world characteristics and phenomena. To reveal their actual functionality, indicators 
and indices always need to be grounded in a sound conceptual framework and must be 
developed in a systematic, understandable and transparent process. This allows users of an 
indicator to retrace its conceptual and methodological strengths and weaknesses and to use it 
appropriately (Birkmann 2013a, p. 87; Downing 2004, p. 19). 
In order to follow such a transparent process, this thesis’ methodological approach to 
indicator development is guided by the nine “ideal phases of indicator development” which 
have originally been introduced by Maclaren (1996, pp. 188-199) with respect to sustainability 
indicators and have later been interpreted by Birkmann (2013a, pp. 93-95) drawing on 
vulnerability indicators:

Phase 1 - Define Goals

In the first phase, the goals for the index-based assessment have to be defined 
(Birkmann 2013a, p. 89; Maclaren 1996, p. 188). The indicators discussed in this thesis 
are aimed at providing a basis to enhance the incorporation of migration-related issues 
into practical index-based risk assessments (see Box 2). Therefore, they need to address 
the dynamic re(pro)duction of risk factors through migration. Accordingly, they should 
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systematically identify and visualize different migration impacts on predictive disaster 
risk7. The focal point of this indicator development thus lies on the theoretical and 
conceptual derivation and evaluation of potential migration-based indicators for risk 
indices. 

Phase 2 - Scoping 

After having defined the goals, a scoping process needs to be carried out. This means 
that time frame, spatial extent and scale as well as the target group for the indicators 
should be set (Maclaren 1996, p. 189; Birkmann 2013a, p. 93). 
As the indicators are mainly aimed at enhancing the conceptual understanding and 
operationalization of a specific dynamic of disaster risk (migration), the target group 
generally consists of scientists active in index-based risk assessment, who might use 
the indicators to review and refine their risk indices. 
Because this thesis is not conducting an actual index-based analysis, the temporal and 
spatial scope of the indicators is not completely fixed. 
Potential indicators can both measure characteristics that determine an as-is-
implication of migration on disaster risk (state-variables), and migration-related 
processes operating between the recent past and future trends (process-variables). 
Lonergan et al. (1999, p. 404) and Adger et al. (2004, p. 21) suggest that dynamic 
phenomena such as vulnerability (and assumingly also migration) should be measured 
by both process-8 and state- indicators at the same time.
Temporal and spatial scales are widely considered throughout the thesis: The 
conceptual framework specifically acknowledges micro- and macro-scale interlinkages 
and potential indicators are discussed with respect to spatial transferability and 
temporal focus. 

7 The indicators referred to are “predictive” risk indicators because they capture the underlying dynamics and 
structural causes of risk, as opposed to “outcome-based” indicators which measure materialized disaster 
impacts (Adger et al. 2004, p. 44).

8 Lonergan et al. (1999) in their work refer to “driving force indicators” instead of “process indicators”, which 
however are also aimed at addressing dynamic process flows and linkages that lead to specific system states. 
The two terms are therefore regarded to describe the same type of indicator.

Box 2: Goals of the Indicator Development
→  Provide a Conceptual, Thematical and Practical Basis to Enhance the Incorpo-

ration of Migration-Related Issues into Index-Based Risk Assessments

a. Provide knowledge on the dynamic re(pro)duction of risk factors 
through migration 

i. Systematically identify and organize migration impacts on disas-
ter risk

b. Assess the practical quantification of migration impacts on disaster 
risk for index-based risk assessments

Box 3: Criteria for Indicator Development/Assessment

1. Conceptually and Empirical Validity
2. Sensitivity of Indicators for Migration Impacts
3. Data Availability/ Measurability
4. Spatial Transferability
5. Temporal Focus
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systematically identify and visualize different migration impacts on predictive disaster 
risk7. The focal point of this indicator development thus lies on the theoretical and 
conceptual derivation and evaluation of potential migration-based indicators for risk 
indices. 

Phase 2 - Scoping 

After having defined the goals, a scoping process needs to be carried out. This means 
that time frame, spatial extent and scale as well as the target group for the indicators 
should be set (Maclaren 1996, p. 189; Birkmann 2013a, p. 93). 
As the indicators are mainly aimed at enhancing the conceptual understanding and 
operationalization of a specific dynamic of disaster risk (migration), the target group 
generally consists of scientists active in index-based risk assessment, who might use 
the indicators to review and refine their risk indices. 
Because this thesis is not conducting an actual index-based analysis, the temporal and 
spatial scope of the indicators is not completely fixed. 
Potential indicators can both measure characteristics that determine an as-is-
implication of migration on disaster risk (state-variables), and migration-related 
processes operating between the recent past and future trends (process-variables). 
Lonergan et al. (1999, p. 404) and Adger et al. (2004, p. 21) suggest that dynamic 
phenomena such as vulnerability (and assumingly also migration) should be measured 
by both process-8 and state- indicators at the same time.
Temporal and spatial scales are widely considered throughout the thesis: The 
conceptual framework specifically acknowledges micro- and macro-scale interlinkages 
and potential indicators are discussed with respect to spatial transferability and 
temporal focus. 

7 The indicators referred to are “predictive” risk indicators because they capture the underlying dynamics and 
structural causes of risk, as opposed to “outcome-based” indicators which measure materialized disaster 
impacts (Adger et al. 2004, p. 44).

8 Lonergan et al. (1999) in their work refer to “driving force indicators” instead of “process indicators”, which 
however are also aimed at addressing dynamic process flows and linkages that lead to specific system states. 
The two terms are therefore regarded to describe the same type of indicator.

Box 2: Goals of the Indicator Development
→  Provide a Conceptual, Thematical and Practical Basis to Enhance the Incorpo-

ration of Migration-Related Issues into Index-Based Risk Assessments

a. Provide knowledge on the dynamic re(pro)duction of risk factors 
through migration 

i. Systematically identify and organize migration impacts on disas-
ter risk

b. Assess the practical quantification of migration impacts on disaster 
risk for index-based risk assessments

Box 3: Criteria for Indicator Development/Assessment

1. Conceptually and Empirical Validity
2. Sensitivity of Indicators for Migration Impacts
3. Data Availability/ Measurability
4. Spatial Transferability
5. Temporal Focus

Because the indicators should be applicable to general risk assessments, they do 
not exclusively target the specific disaster risk related characteristics of migrants but 
describe the disaster risk of whole communities9. 

Phase 3 - Choose/ Conceptualize Indicator Framework 

As has been mentioned before, a systematic theoretical approach is not only a crucial 
element of indicator development (Maclaren 1996), but also the main focus of this 
thesis. The conceptualization of the theoretical framework underlying this thesis is 
done in two main steps. First, in chapters 2.2-2.4, a causal model10 is developed to 
simplify the complex interrelations of migration dynamics and disaster risk. The model 
accounts for a comprehensive conceptual approach to the dynamic and complex nature 
of disaster risk and migration and reveals key channels of interrelations between both 
concepts. This model is the grounding of the second step, carried out in chapter 3.2-
3.4, when migration impacts on specific variables of disaster risk are collected from the 
literature and are systematized based on the conceptual preconsiderations.

Phase 4 - Define Selection Criteria 

Before going deeper in the indicator development, criteria have to be developed which 
allow for a good-quality and constructive choice of indicators (Maclaren 1996, p. 196). 
As the main goal of this operationalization is to systematically enhance the 
understanding of interrelations between migration and disaster risk, a conceptually 
and empirical sound derivation of the indicandum11 is the most essential criterium for 
the indicator development in this thesis. Additionally, an indicator should be strongly 
related to migration dynamics, so that it can be considered a migration-based indicator 
for disaster risk. Accounting for the practical operationalization goal of the indicators, 
their measurability and the availability of appropriate data is also evaluated alongside 
their spatial transferability and temporal focus. The prime focus of the criteria selected 
is to ensure that the indicators are valid, relevant and account for all key variables (see 
Box 3).

9 The term “community” is here used to refer to the (administrative or social) unit which is subject to a risk 
assessment.

10 For details on causal models in indicator developments see Maclaren (1996, pp. 193-194).

11 The “indicandum” is the state or characteristic of interest, measured by an indicator (Birkmann 2013a, p. 87).
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Phase 5 - Identify Potential Indicators 

Building up on the conceptually systematized results of the literature review, preliminary 
indicators are identified. For each of the identified migration impacts on disaster risk 
variables, both a process indicator, measuring the underlying migration dynamics and 
their implications for risk, and a state indicator, measuring migration-related aspects of 
risk profiles, are proposed.

Phase 6 - Indicator Evaluation

Finally, the preliminary indicators are evaluated according to the criteria developed 
above (see Box 3). This step is based on targeted literature analysis and expert opinions. 

The seventh to ninth phases (7. Collect Data and Analyze Indicator Results/ 8. Prepare and 
Present Report12/ 9. Assess Indicators Performance) proposed by Maclaren (1996, pp. 198-200), 
would require an actual indicator-based assessment, which is not conducted in this work, as 
this thesis focuses on the initial process of operationalizing migration as risk dynamic. For a 
final validation of the proposed indicators, it will be left to further work in the field to conduct 
the last three phases and to enhance the approach presented in this thesis accordingly.

2.2. Components of Disaster Risk

Risk Factors and Dimensions

Understanding the constitution of disaster risk is fundamental to comprehend migration 
impacts on risk variables. Therefore, and because disaster risk can be approached very 
differently, the following clarifies this thesis’ notion of disaster risk and its components. 
The concept of disaster risk in this thesis is mostly in line with the holistic understanding of 
risk evolving in the disaster risk community since its paradigm shift away from a technocratic 
focus on natural hazards towards the social and socio-ecological construction of risk under the 
concept of “vulnerability” in the 1980s13.
Disaster risk accordingly is defined as the probability and magnitude of losses, damages and 
other harmful consequences that result of an interplay of hazards and vulnerability (UNISDR 
2004, p. 16). Disasters themselves are the manifestation of such losses and damages, leading 
to wide-spread adverse human, material, economic and environmental effects which disrupt 
the normal functioning of a community and require extensive measures for response and 
recovery (IPCC 2012, p. 5; UNISDR 2004, p. 17). 
Both key components of disaster risk, hazard and vulnerability, are embedded in socio-
ecological systems. Socio-ecological systems (SES) are coherent systems consisting of, on the 
one hand, anthropogenic, socio-political and cultural patterns and processes, and, on the other 
hand, biophysical, ecological dynamics. The subsystems (social and ecological) continuously 
interact and regulate a constant flow of critical resources (natural, socio-economic and cultural) 

12 The eighth phase might be considered to be completed with the writing of this thesis.

13 For more information on the 1980s’ paradigm shift in disaster risk theory see for instance Birkmann (2013b) 
or Wisner et al. (2004).
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between the subsystems (Redman et al. 2004, p. 163). For this thesis, the SES approach is a 
helpful concept to distinct spatial units, as it emphasizes feedback processes and resource 
flows as well as local characteristics inherent in social, ecological or combined socio-ecological 
patterns and interactions – which might most dramatically become evident through disaster 
risk and its key components: hazard and vulnerability. 
A hazard is a natural, anthropogenic or socio-ecological slow- or sudden-onset event or 
process that can potentially cause harmful consequences to elements exposed to it (Birkmann 
2013b, p. 23; Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 8). Exposed elements can be physical assets as well as 
individuals and their livelihoods (Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 8). In this thesis, the focus is mainly 
placed on natural and socio-ecological hazards such as earthquakes or floods.
Vulnerability on the other hand, describes the propensity of the exposed elements to 
experience harm when impacted by a potentially harmful event or process (hazard) (Birkmann 
et al. 2013a, p. 8). Vulnerability can be further distinguished into core factors and thematic 
dimensions. It is an essential concept for understanding the social construction of risk, and for 
determining issues and capacities for disaster risk reduction through vulnerability assessments 
(Birkmann 2013b, p. 10; Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 3). 
Following the MOVE framework, a disaster risk model which provides an especially valuable risk 
concept for this thesis, as it is designed to guide operationalization and indicator development 
efforts (Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 2 & p. 15), vulnerability can be subdivided into three core 
elements: Exposure, Susceptibility, and Lack of Resilience.
Exposure addresses the physical presence of an element within the spatial and temporal range 
of a hazard event or process (Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 8). 
Susceptibility refers to the predisposition of elements at risk to suffer harm (Birkmann et. al. 
2013a, p. 8). This “predisposition” is comprised of deficits or problematic conditions that can 
reveal themselves in 

→	 economic (related to economic values and markets), 

→	 physical (related to infrastructure and buildings), 

→	 institutional (related to governmental systems and functions), 

→	 social (related to human well-being and social systems), 

→	 ecological (related to ecosystems and their functions and services), and

→	 cultural dimensions (related to intangible values at risk) (Birkmann 2013b, pp. 26-31; 
Birkmann et al. 2013a, pp. 8-9). 

All susceptibility dimensions are interconnected and partly overlap with the other dimensions. 
The third core element of vulnerability, according to the MOVE framework, is the lack of 
resilience. 
The resilience concept originated from ecosystem stability theory in the 1960s and 1970s. 
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Since then, it has experienced conceptual expansion and reinterpretations and inspired various 
scientific fields, such as psychology, anthropology and geography (Folke 2006, pp. 254-255). 
In the context of disaster risk, it is today mostly used to describe a system’s capacity to deal 
with disturbances in the way that it maintains or quickly reestablishes its essential function 
(Birkmann 2013b, pp. 32-33; Folke 2006, p. 259). This includes a system’s capabilities

1. to cope with stressors such as hazards, avoiding the loss of/ critical damage to main 
functions,

2. to recover from disturbances and damages to the system through re- and  
self-organization, and

3. to anticipate future disturbances through adaptive processes and transformation, in-
cluding innovation and learning (Folke 2006, p. 259).

The term coping refers to resources available to respond to and minimize the harmful 
consequences of shocks and stresses, while adaptation describes more long-term, oftentimes 
strategic measures to counter disaster risk by creating new resources available for coping or by 
addressing susceptibility factors (Birkmann et al. 2013a, pp. 4-5; Birkmann 2013b, pp. 22-23). 
In many real-word cases, a clear-cut differentiation between adaptation and coping is difficult, 
though it can be a helpful conceptual tool to distinguish both concepts.
Likewise, it is often difficult to differentiate the concepts of susceptibility and (lack of) resilience. 
In contrast to the relatively passive attributes of susceptibility, the concept of resilience in this 
thesis is used to emphasize the active capabilities of individuals or societies to cope and adapt 
to identified hazard risks (Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 4).

While being a great thinking tool to understand the different elements and dimensions of 
disaster risk and specifically vulnerability, the MOVE framework – apart from considering 
adaptation as a process that can alter vulnerable conditions – does not put much emphasis 
on the causal embeddedness of disaster risk in micro- and macro-scale dynamics. Though 
the MOVE framework’s conceptualization of disaster risk builds the basis for this thesis’ 
understanding of disaster risk, it is indispensable to additionally consider a few thoughts 
originating from two different disaster risk frameworks in order to better explain the specifically 
dynamic relationships between migration and disaster risk:

Macro-Scale Vulnerability Production and Reduction

The Pressure and Release (PAR) model gives special consideration to the progression of 
vulnerability along macro-scale societal, natural or socio-ecological “root causes” that are rather 
static characteristics of the overall socio-ecological system at risk, and “dynamic pressures” 
which are processes that translate those root causes into “unsafe conditions”14. These 
unsafe conditions are the actual manifestations of the socio-ecological system’s vulnerability  

14 For a detailed explanation of the PAR model see Wisner et al. (2004, pp. 49-86).
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(Wisner et al. 2004, p. 55) and can be described in a much more nuanced and profound 
way by the vulnerability elements and dimensions of the MOVE framework. The concepts 
of root causes and dynamic pressures however have been adopted in this thesis’ disaster risk 
model (Figure 1, yellow elements), as they provide a good entry point to discuss the wider 
embeddedness of processes and states in the socio-ecological system.

Micro-Scale Vulnerability Production and Reduction

The Sustainable Livelihoods Framework (SLF) on the other hand, focuses on micro-scale 
(household) dynamics of disaster risk15. It acknowledges that dependent on the types and 
amount of assets and strategies available to a social unit to gain a living (livelihood16), these can 
be more or less prone to be fundamentally harmed by shocks and stresses – creating complex 
vulnerabilities, and pushing people to adapt their livelihood strategies (DFID 1999, pp. 3-4). This 
thought has also been adopted by Wisner et al. (2004, p. 36 & p. 43), who acknowledged the 
livelihood context as an expansion to the PAR model, explaining the re(pro)duction of vulnerability 
and coping capacity of a household. The observation that micro-scale livelihood choices 
determine the likelihood to be impacted by hazards, the degree of damage that materializes, and 
the capacity to cope with and recover from shocks (Guadagno 2017, p. 15), is essential to bridge 
migration-based livelihoods to risk dynamics and the wider socio-environmental context and 
has thus been incorporated in this thesis’ disaster risk model (Figure 1, green elements).

15 For a discussion of the SLF see Chambers & Conway (1991) or DFID (1999). The framework and its elements 
will be explained in more detail in chapter 2.3.

16 The term “livelihood” refers to the capabilities, assets and activities deployable for gaining a living, that are 
available to an individual or system (such as a household) (Chambers & Conway, p. 6).
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Figure 1: Macro- and Micro-Scale Dynamics of Disaster Risk
Model showing this thesis’ understanding of disaster risk structures and dynamics. (Based on Wisner et al. (2004), Birkmann 
et al. (2013a) and own thoughts.)

Figure 1 summarizes this thesis’ understanding of disaster risk. While the core elements of 
disaster risk (hazards, vulnerability) and their subcomponents (exposure, susceptibility incl. 
different dimensions, lack of resilience) have been adapted from the MOVE framework 
(Birkmann et al. 2013a), the dynamic re(pro)duction of vulnerability on the micro and macro 
level have been included based on the SLF (DFID 1999; Chambers & Conway 1991) and the 
PAR model (Wisner et al. 2004). Bullet points in italics are meant to illustrate the respective 
elements as examples and are not considered to be exhaustive. 
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2.3. Migration as Part of a Translocal Livelihood Strategy

What is “Migration”?

As has been shown in the introduction chapter, migration is one of the most prevalent global 
population dynamics. Worldwide, people decide (or are forced) to move and to set up new 
lives in places other than their homes. 
The International Organization for Migration (IOM 2011, pp. 62-63) defines the term migration 
as “the movement of a person or a group of persons, either across an international border, or 
within a state. It is a population movement, encompassing any kind of movement of people, 
whatever its length, composition and causes; it includes migration of refugees, displaced 
persons, economic migrants, and persons moving for other purposes, including family 
reunification”. 
The thesis’ approach to migration follows this broad concept, purposely not applying any 
connotations of voluntariness, causality or temporal and spatial thresholds, which are often 
used to subdivide migration into different types. While the underlying concepts of such 
subdivisions (like e.g. the degree of agency in a migration decision) will be addressed because 
they can be helpful when understanding why migration can lead to very different outcomes, 
the categories of migration that are constructed on them are considered simplifications of a 
much more complex and integrated phenomenon and easily entrap to sort individual migration 
decisions by “positive” or “negative” connotated migration reasons. Especially in quantitative 
assessments, such as e.g. risk indices, there is a danger that such migrant categories as, 
for instance, “displaced persons” are used as proxy for “undesirable” forms of migration or 
even vulnerable groups, neglecting the complexity of each individual migration process17. 
As various and individual as migration decisions, their active stakeholders, their reasons and 
their embeddedness in wider socio-ecological patterns and processes are, so various are the 
outcomes that migration has for the individuals migrating, their host communities and their 
communities of origin. A profound assessment of migration impacts thus has to go beyond 
the simple classification and quantification of merely “negative” or merely “positive” forms 
of migration and has to find ways to identify and measure migration impacts themselves 
(Guadagno 2017, pp. 15-16). 
This thesis therefore uses the broad IOM definition and takes migration rather as a general 
population dynamic, which is evident all around the globe, and which can have various 
outcomes. It does not aim to classify or analyze more desirable or undesirable forms of 
migration with respect to disaster risk but puts interlinkages between specific migration 
outcomes and disaster risk and their quantification into spotlight. 
The thesis does emphasize migration as a central part of specific livelihood strategies, which 
might lead to the impression that mainly labor migration is addressed. However, the used framing 
of livelihoods, which will be elaborated on further down, allows also to include other types of 
migration such as flight, as these people also try to sustain their living – in this respect at the most 
elementary level – by protecting their lives and sustaining their most essential livelihood assets. 

17 See chapter 3.1 for more information on the previous framing of migration in disaster risk indices, in which 
this approach is widely evident.
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Conceptual Grounding

In order to identify potential migration outcomes which impact disaster risk dynamics, one 
requires a conceptual understanding of the general structure of migration processes and their 
role for individuals and societies. 
Conceptually, the thesis takes a household level livelihood approach to migration, drawing on 
the new economics of labour migration (NELM) theory, and the already mentioned Sustainable 
Livelihoods Framework (SLF).
The NELM theory emerged in the 1980s and 1990s, overcoming more deterministic migration 
models that were mostly based on one-dimensional cost-/benefit analyses (De Haas 2008, p. 34).  
It places the behavior (including migration decisions) of individuals in the wider social 
and societal context, as it focuses on households as collective decision units, who develop 
integrated strategies to increase and secure assets (De Haas 2008, p. 35). 
This theory has many parallels to the livelihood approach, which also sees migration as a 
means to secure and improve assets. Compared to the NELM theory, the livelihood approach 
gives less attention to the household as collective decision unit and its potentials for risk-
spreading strategies but emphasizes the embeddedness of livelihood decisions and strategies 
in the socio-political and institutional context. Both approaches combined frame migration 
as part of a household livelihood strategy, which is generally aimed at securing or increasing 
quality and quantity of livelihood assets (De Haas 2008, p. 36). 

Figure 2 summarizes this thesis’ notion towards migration as a part of such a household 
livelihood strategy. The general structure follows the ideas of the sustainable livelihoods 
framework, which identifies five different types of assets (the so-called livelihood assets) that 
a household can use for living or invest in order to improve through the (re)production or 
securitization of livelihood assets (De Haas 2008, p. 36; DFID 1999, pp. 5-6). This process is 
called the livelihood strategy. 
The different types of livelihood assets are categorized as follows:

→	 Human Assets (related to quality and quantity of work force as dependent on educa-
tion, skills and well-being),

→	 Natural Assets (related to ecosystems, their functions and services),

→	 Financial Assets (related to monetary goods such as savings, income, remittances and 
credits),

→	 Social Assets (related to networks, relationships, social cohesion and resource ex-
change), and

→	 Physical Assets (related to infrastructures incl. e.g. buildings, shelter, transport, energy, 
water and sanitation) (DFID 1999, p. 7-16).
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Figure 2: Migration as Translocal Household Livelihood Strategy
Model showing how migration as part of a translocal household livelihood strategy connects places and creates risks and opportunities. 
(Based on DFID (1999), Chambers & Conway (1992) and own thoughts.)
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Agency and The Livelihood Process

As indicated in figure 2, the strategies that a household can deploy to sustain or improve 
its livelihood, are constrained by three main dimensions (Assets, Access and Choice), which 
together decide over the degree of agency that a household has in order to make an individual 
livelihood decision: 

•	 the availability of assets,

•	 the access that the household has to these assets and 

•	 the freedom of opportunities that a household has to choose between different poten-
tial livelihood strategies. 

The potential availability of assets, as one dimension of agency, is partly intrinsic to a household, 
partly determined by the socio-ecological context that the household is located in. Mostly 
determined by this same context are the constraining and enabling structures and processes 
that predominantly regulate access to potentially available assets or to the entitlement to 
use these assets for certain livelihood strategies. Based on livelihood assets and constraining/
enabling structures or processes, each household develops an individual portfolio of possible 
livelihood strategies. Again, influenced by the socio-ecological context and the information 
and knowledge the household has on it, and by individual backgrounds and preferences of 
each household, households weigh the risks and opportunities that each strategy implies and 
detect the most desirable livelihood strategy (or set of livelihood strategies). Ideally, the best-
perceived available livelihood strategy would then be conducted. However, in some cases, 
households have no freedom (lack agency) to choose between different possible livelihood 
strategies, e.g. due to a lack of options as a result of constrained assets and access or because 
they are forced by external factors or authorities to deploy an undesired livelihood strategy 
(Chambers & Conway 1991, p. 6; Guadagno 2017, pp. 16-18). Overall, external and internal 
factors together allow for certain livelihood strategies and enable or deny a well-informed 
and free choice between those (Chambers & Conway 1991, p. 6; De Haas 2008, p. 36 & p. 38). 
These factors and processes build the choice-sphere of agency. 
In the end of this complex process, the household is left with certain livelihood outcomes, 
which can both be livelihood improving or livelihood eroding18. According to the feedback 
which these outcomes have on the different elements of the process (increased or decreased 
availability or security of livelihood assets; increased or decreased agency), households 
permanently evaluate and adapt their livelihoods (DFID 1999, p. 2). 

Translocal Livelihood Strategies

In the explanation so far, the process was regarded to be constrained or enabled by only one 
socio-ecological context. Figure 2 however shows two different SES, indicating that household 
livelihood processes incorporate resources and structures of more than one SES at a time.

18 The incorporation of negative livelihood outcomes is a relatively common addition to the original SLF 
concept introduced by Chambers & Conway (1991), which only accounted for positive outcomes.
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It is indeed the unique role of migration that it enables households to change or diversify the 
socio-ecological context that they conduct livelihood strategies in, with far-reaching impacts 
on the degree of agency which households have during the livelihood process (incl. assets, 
access and choice). Thus, by migrating or by sending at least one person of the household 
away to migrate, households can increase the availability and accessibility of livelihood assets 
or overcome local constraining structures and processes, multiplying their options to develop 
and choose livelihood strategies (De Haas 2008, p. 37; Guadagno 2017, p. 21). An important 
concept related to this phenomenon is translocality.
Translocality describes a variety of processes which produce close interrelations between 
people and places. These interrelations are mainly shaped through different forms of 
exchange within spatial (migration) networks. Migrants often maintain connections to their 
social networks in their home places, exchanging diverse kinds of resources with these. These 
resources can be tangible (such as goods or money) and intangible (such as information, ideas, 
cultural identities or services and labor). As translocal interrelations connect places, they 
transform localities into interdependent translocal spaces (TransRe Project 2018, pp. 18-19; 
Peth 2014; Sakdapolrak 2014, p. 9).
As shown in figure 2, these translocal interconnections can bear the opportunity to 
simultaneously deploy livelihood strategies in more than one SES, creating a translocal space 
for livelihood generation, through sustained interconnections and asset flows between the 
place of origin (original socio-ecological context of the household: pink-background boxes) 
and the place of destination (where at least one person from the household migrated to: blue-
background boxes) (Sakdapolrak 2014, p. 5). Migration thus is key to a unique set of livelihood 
strategies: translocal household livelihood strategies.

 
2.4. Migration as Risk Dynamic – A Translocal Livelihoods Risk Framework

RQ 1.1:  How can migration and risk models be linked, accounting for specific characteristics of both 
dynamic concepts, such as the translocality aspect of migration or the embeddedness of risk 
within the greater socio-natural context? 

RQ 1.2:  Which conceptual key interlinkages between migration and disaster risk arise from such a 
model?

After having outlined this thesis’ general concepts of disaster risk and migration in previous 
chapters, both concepts will now be combined in an integrated model (see Figure 3).
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In the conceptual framework, links between both concepts are shown through three main 
channels:

1. Translocality & Agency

The translocality aspect of migration-based livelihoods is as an important structural 
factor, leading to a doubling of the livelihood process’ embeddedness in Socio-
Ecological Systems including their risk contexts.

2. Livelihood Elements

Key here are the conceptual similarities between livelihood assets and vulnerability 
dimensions which translate in 

a. implications of the vulnerability context for livelihood decision processes that 
can lead to migration, and

b. the (mal-)adaptive implications for existing disaster risk inherent in migration 
as part of a livelihood strategy.

3. Macro- and Micro-Scale Interlinkages Between Migration and Disaster Risk

Referring to the interlinkages of micro- and macro-scale vulnerability re(pro)duction as 
a result of migration-bound incremental bottom-up change.

Translocality as Conceptual Bridge Between Migration and Disaster Risk

The framing of migration as a translocal livelihood strategy, as outlined in chapter 2.3, shows 
that migration can be key to linking two or more different socio-ecological contexts and the 
constraints and opportunities rooted in these. This does not only mean that people can alter 
their agency in shaping their livelihood strategies. Regarding the disaster risk context, it also 
means that through migration, people can overcome localized root causes, dynamic pressures 
and the resulting implications for local patterns of disaster risk (Greiner & Sakdapolrak (2013) 
as cited in Guadagno (2017, p. 14)). 
Skeldon (2008), as cited in Guadagno (2017, p. 14), gets to the point when stating that 
migration “is at a time the expression and a determinant of spatial hierarchies of opportunities 
and risks, including environmental ones”. As disaster risk complexes are grounded in locally 
distinct socio-environmental root causes and dynamic pressures, disaster risk is localized, 
creating “spatial hierarchies of risk”. Migration enables individuals or households to diversify 
or overcome these local risk patterns. In figure 3, the translocality aspect of migration-based 
livelihoods is illustrated through the indication of two different localities: 

1. The Socio-Ecological System of Origin (light red square in the background), where a 
migrant has his or her home community, where he/ she often sustains contacts and 
resource flows to.

Figure 3: Translocal Livelihood Risk Model
Model showing how migration as part of a translocal household livelihood strategy is interrelated with risk dynamics. (Based on DFID (1999), Chambers & Conway (1992),  
Wisner et al. (2004), Birkmann et al. (2013a) and own thoughts.)
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In the conceptual framework, links between both concepts are shown through three main 
channels:

1. Translocality & Agency

The translocality aspect of migration-based livelihoods is as an important structural 
factor, leading to a doubling of the livelihood process’ embeddedness in Socio-
Ecological Systems including their risk contexts.

2. Livelihood Elements

Key here are the conceptual similarities between livelihood assets and vulnerability 
dimensions which translate in 

a. implications of the vulnerability context for livelihood decision processes that 
can lead to migration, and

b. the (mal-)adaptive implications for existing disaster risk inherent in migration 
as part of a livelihood strategy.

3. Macro- and Micro-Scale Interlinkages Between Migration and Disaster Risk

Referring to the interlinkages of micro- and macro-scale vulnerability re(pro)duction as 
a result of migration-bound incremental bottom-up change.

Translocality as Conceptual Bridge Between Migration and Disaster Risk

The framing of migration as a translocal livelihood strategy, as outlined in chapter 2.3, shows 
that migration can be key to linking two or more different socio-ecological contexts and the 
constraints and opportunities rooted in these. This does not only mean that people can alter 
their agency in shaping their livelihood strategies. Regarding the disaster risk context, it also 
means that through migration, people can overcome localized root causes, dynamic pressures 
and the resulting implications for local patterns of disaster risk (Greiner & Sakdapolrak (2013) 
as cited in Guadagno (2017, p. 14)). 
Skeldon (2008), as cited in Guadagno (2017, p. 14), gets to the point when stating that 
migration “is at a time the expression and a determinant of spatial hierarchies of opportunities 
and risks, including environmental ones”. As disaster risk complexes are grounded in locally 
distinct socio-environmental root causes and dynamic pressures, disaster risk is localized, 
creating “spatial hierarchies of risk”. Migration enables individuals or households to diversify 
or overcome these local risk patterns. In figure 3, the translocality aspect of migration-based 
livelihoods is illustrated through the indication of two different localities: 

1. The Socio-Ecological System of Origin (light red square in the background), where a 
migrant has his or her home community, where he/ she often sustains contacts and 
resource flows to.

Figure 3: Translocal Livelihood Risk Model
Model showing how migration as part of a translocal household livelihood strategy is interrelated with risk dynamics. (Based on DFID (1999), Chambers & Conway (1992),  
Wisner et al. (2004), Birkmann et al. (2013a) and own thoughts.)
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2. The Socio-Ecological System of Destination (light blue square in the background), 
where migrants live in the host-community. 

Both localities have an own socio-ecological embeddedness including root causes, dynamic 
pressures and followingly specific hazard and vulnerability patterns. Translocal risk spreading 
and livelihood improving strategies have an especially high potential when localized risk and 
livelihood agency patterns of the two locales vary.

Livelihood Elements as Conceptual Bridge Between Migration and Disaster Risk

As has been described in the Sustainable Livelihoods Framework (SLF), disaster risk 
fundamentally affects livelihoods, their assets and decision processes (DFID 1999, pp. 3-4). This 
means that potential or materialized disaster risk in the form of vulnerable and/or hazardous 
conditions and disaster impacts, can be an important factor in a livelihood decision to migrate. 
Numerous studies recently investigated this link, especially aiming to find causal links between 
climate change related risks and migration flows19. As has been stated before, this thesis does 
not focus on the causality of migration decisions but takes any migration process into account. 
The impact of disaster risk on migration decisions however is interesting as it implies that 
people might see some adaptive potentials in migration when they decide to use this strategy 
as a response to disaster risk:
Migration can have a powerful impact on livelihood outcomes and thus alters the availability 
and security of livelihood assets. When looking at the types and dimensions of vulnerability 
and livelihood assets, it becomes clear that many parallels exist between both. Through its 
impact on livelihood outcomes, migration also shapes vulnerability contexts, and thus disaster 
risk complexes. Referring to De Haas (2007; 2008), Guadagno (2017, p.18) states that “the 
need and the capacity to move of different people depend on the same social, economic, and 
political variables that define vulnerability and resilience to disasters”. 
To illustrate this thought, table 1 gives an overview of the conceptual similarities between 
elements influencing migration as part of a livelihood strategy according to the SLF, and 
different dimensions of susceptibility following the MOVE framework, drawing on exemplary 
intersecting components. Of course, the shown overlaps between both concepts are not 
the only possible interlinkages or similarities (as will be shown further down, resilience and 
exposure as more general characteristics of a system or individual are also shaped through 
micro-level livelihood decisions to migrate). Neither are the two approaches completely 
congruent. Most obviously they are different in their positive (livelihoods assets; enabling 
structures and processes) or negative (constraining structures and processes, susceptibility 
dimensions) framing of the variables. The examples in the table nonetheless show that both 
susceptibility dimensions and livelihood assets describe similar variables. 

19 Amongst others, see e.g. Loebach (2016); Koubi et al. (2016); Black et al. (2013); Banerjee et al. (2011) or 
McLeman & Smit (2006).
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Table 1: Conceptual Overlaps Between Livelihood Elements and Susceptibility Dimensions 

LIVELIHOOD ELEMENTS SUSCEPTIBILITY DIMENSIONS
Physical Assets
Example: Critical Infrastructures, Secure Buildings (DFID 
1999, pp. 14-15)

Physical Susceptibility
Example: Infrastructure, Buildings (Birkmann et al. 
2013a, p. 8)

Social Assets
Example: Social Networks, Trust, Social Cohesion (DFID 
1999, pp. 9-10)

Social Susceptibility
Example: Marginalization, Social Groups (Birkmann 
2013b, p. 26; Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 8)

Example: Demography, Education, Health (Birkmann 
2013b, p. 26; Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 8)

Human Assets
Example: Skills, Knowledge, Health (DFID 1999, pp. 7-8)

Example: Labor Force (DFID 1999, p. 7)
Economic Susceptibility
Example: Productive Capacity (Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 
8)

Example: Savings, Debts, Income Levels (Birkmann 
2013b, p. 29)

Financial Assets
Example: Savings, Wages, Remittances (DFID 1999, pp. 
15-16)

Natural Assets
Example: Ecosystem Services (DFID 1999, p. 11)

Ecological Susceptibility
Example: Ecosystems and their Services (Birkmann 2013b, 
pp. 29-30)

Constraining & Enabling Structures and Processes
Example: Legislation, Public Services (Access to Shelter) 
(DFID 1999, pp. 17-22)

Example: Social/ Cultural Norms (DFID 1999, pp. 21-22)

Institutional Susceptibility
Example: Legislation, Disaster Risk Management (DRM) 
Capacities (Birkmann 2013b, pp. 30-31)

Cultural Susceptibility
Example: Intangible Values (Customs, Habitual Practices) 
(Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 8)

Macro- and Micro-Scale Interlinkages Between Migration and Disaster Risk

Adopted from the PAR model, this thesis’ framing of disaster risk emphasizes the re(pro)duction 
of risk factors by dynamic pressures which go back to macro-scale root causes. Comparing 
this notion to the contextual embeddedness of livelihoods in the SLF, another contact 
point between migration and risk concepts reveals itself. Not only disaster risk, but also the 
availability and accessibility of livelihood assets depends on dynamic pressures that derive 
from macro-scale characteristics and processes within the SES at consideration. At the same 
time, micro-scale livelihood processes can shape these circumstances, or root causes, through 
a slow, collective bottom-up change, for instance through incremental cultural change or 
macro-economic impacts which derive from micro-scale livelihood decisions. Through various 
dynamic pressures, altered root causes subsequently can transmit far-reaching changes in the 
SES – influencing the microlevel livelihood context, but also all risk factors which are rooted in 
this same macrolevel embeddedness. 
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3. Operationalizing Migration for Index-Based Risk Analysis

Based on the theoretical preconsiderations above, the following chapter builds the core part 
of this thesis, elaborating on the question how to theoretically and practically operationalize 
migration for index-based risk assessments. 
It begins with a short review of the current recognition of migration in existing disaster risk 
indices. This way, the thesis is placed in the context of former work on the topic and already 
mentioned gaps and conceptual problems are detailed out. These are then addressed in the 
subsequent literature review on migration and disaster risk interlinkages. Together with the 
conceptual basis laid out in chapter 2, in the following, migration impacts and influenced risk 
variables are derived and further translated into preliminary indicators. In the last subchapters, 
these are evaluated under a sequence of criteria.

3.1. Current Recognition of Migration in Risk Indices

In the past 25 years, a number of different approaches to measuring disaster risk with indica-
tors and indices have been developed. While hazard and exposure indicators have always been 
more or less simple datasets on frequency and magnitude of past hazard events and popu-
lation patterns, the operationalization of vulnerability for risk assessments has been succes-
sively refined as the concept of vulnerability evolved over time. Early approaches such as the 
Disaster Risk Index (DRI) or the Hotspots Indexing Programme addressed vulnerability solely 
as the proportion of exposed elements or people, or as the amount of human or economic 
losses materialized in past events (historical mortality and economic loss rates). More recent 
approaches such as the Americas Indexing Programme, the Social Vulnerability Index (SoVI), 
the World Risk Index (WRI) or the Index for Risk Management (INFORM) developed more ho-
listic composite vulnerability indices (Birkmann 2007, p. 30; Pelling 2013, pp. 189-191).

Migration has however been widely neglected, even in these multidimensional risk approaches. 
The Americas Index in none of the 32 socioeconomic component indicators constituting the 
Prevalent Vulnerability Index (PVI)20 refers to migration or any subtype of it (Cardona & Carreño 
2013). Also, sub-national approaches to risk and vulnerability assessment which generally 
provide a more nuanced view on local vulnerability dynamics and specific needs or capacities 
of households and communities, such as the Community-Based Disaster Risk Index (CBDRI), 
completely fail to refer to migration and its influences on the indicators proposed (Bollin & 
Hidajat 2013). 
The SoVI, WRI and INFORM indices do address migration, but only very one-sided:
The SoVI identifies migrants as potential “population with special needs” as they might not speak the 
native language, usually have less job security as local people and can contribute to population 
growth, which affects vulnerability profiles negatively (Cutter et al. 2003, p. 245 & p. 248).  

20 The PVI is a sub-index of the Americas index, describing the fragility and resilience capacity of a system at 
risk.

RQ 2:      How is migration currently accounted for in disaster risk indices?
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In this approach, migration is also indirectly operationalized through the negative implications 
of ethnic or racial disparities on the vulnerability of countries, which according to Cutter et al. 
(2003, p. 253) materialize through a lack of access to resources, cultural differences and social, 
economic and political marginalization. 
The WRI refers to migration only indirectly through one of its indicators for the coping capacity 
sub index, the Fragile States Index, which operationalizes migration firstly under the “massive 
movement of refugees or internally displaced persons creating complex humanitarian 
emergencies” and secondly as “chronic and sustained human flight (“brain drain”, growth of 
exile communities)” (Krause 2016, p. 21; The Fund for Peace 2017). 
The INFORM index likewise incorporates migration as a dynamic creating vulnerable groups, 
specifically referring to flight and displacement as “uprooting” processes (Marin-Ferrer et al. 
2017, p. 36). 
Altogether, none of the major (most popular) risk or vulnerability indices accounts for a 
multidimensional understanding of migration. As can be seen in table 221, the operationalization 
of migration in these risk indices is representative for the overall recognition of migration in 
index-based risk analysis during the last 25 years:
Probably the most profound review of composite disaster risk indicator methodologies in the 
last years was published by Dr. Beccari (2016). The methodologies included in his review22 
represent a substantial list of 106 composite risk indicators published between 1st January 
1990 and 31st March 2015, which incorporate multiple hazards, include economic and social 
aspects of risk, vulnerability or resilience, are based on a clear and transparent methodological 
approach, and have been tested or implemented. Even though roughly one quarter (27 out 
of 106) of the analyzed indices somehow refer to migration (including also subtypes such as 
displacement or flight), less than 2% (38 out of 2298) of the unique variables operationalized 
in the approaches are directly attributed to some kind of migration impact. 

Taking a closer look at the kind of migration impacts which are operationalized, it is apparent 
that migration is 35 times operationalized in a clearly disaster risk increasing (negative) way. 
This contrasts with only four cases in which migration is operationalized as disaster risk 
decreasing (positively). In five cases the notion towards migration or its conceptualization is 
unclear (see table 2). 

21 The table included in the text is only a summary of the full table, which can be found in the annex of this 
thesis (see Annex ii.). The full table also provides short notes on the context and interpretation of each 
variable and references. 

22 The review has been published titled “A Comparative Analysis of Disaster Risk, Vulnerability and Resilience 
Composite Indicators“ in the online journal PLOS Currents Disasters (Beccari 2016). For this thesis,  
Dr. Beccari kindly provided access to the original indicator dataset, which has been synthesized in the PLOS 
article.
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Table 2: Currently Used Migration-Related Disaster Risk Indicators and Their Interpretation
(Data Source: The original data set developed for Dr. Beccari’s (2016) study on vulnerability and resilience 
indicators, has been verified and expanded to include the framing of the respective migration impact.)

Variable

No. of 
Indices with 
Variable 

Framing of Migration Impact
(negative = migration tends to 
increase disaster risk)

Duration of stay in current residence 1 negative

Percentage of residents who moved into their current house in 1995-1998 1 negative

Percentage of residents who moved into their current house in 1999-2000 1 negative

Percentage of migrated households in last 5 years 1 negative

Percent population born in a state that still resides in that state 2 negative

Annual average percentage over a five-year period of a metro area population that lived 
within the same metro area a year prior

1 unclear 
(paper inaccessible)

A high percentage of residents have lived in the community a long time 1 unclear

Immigration across county border per head 1 negative

% of outmigration 1 negative

High outmigration 1 negative

Percent of temporary population 1 negative

Seasonal influxes are predictable 1 negative

What are the trends in relative size of the permanent resident population and the daily 
population

1 unclear

Internally Displaced People 2 negative

Percent of households without family member working in a different community 3 2 x positive; 1x negative

“Non-local” population 1 conceptually unclear

Individuals with specialized training and skills come and remain in the community 1 positive

There is a relatively stable blend of newcomers and longtime residents 1 negative

% recent international migration 1 negative

% first or second generation non-western immigrants 1 negative

% first generation western immigrants 1 negative

Western immigrants 1 positive

% Population not foreign-born persons who came to US within previous five years 1 negative

Non-western immigrants 1 negative

Population without Canadian citizenship 1 negative

Proportion of migrant/permanent residents 1 negative

Permanent resident 1 unclear

Foreign born population (year of entry 1990-2000) as % of total foreign-born population 2 negative

Net international Migration 4 negative

% international migration 1 negative

Immigration across federal border per head 1 negative

Returned Refugees 1 negative

UNHCR’s population of concern aged 60 and over relative 1 negative

UNHCR’s population of concern aged 60 and over absolute 1 negative

Refugees by country of asylum 1 negative

Percentage of household in which at least 1 member has migrated for earning 1 negative

Thematically, one of the most prevailing notions towards migration in risk indices is the 
understanding that migrants represent a vulnerable group in their communities of destination, 
implying a strong focus on immigration effects. 
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When analyzing the sources referred to in papers that support this notion, often these thoughts 
seem to be rooted in Cutter et al.’s (2003) SoVI approach to migration23. 
Outmigration (emigration) is less operationalized and usually either seen as risk increasing 
because of a loss of human capital or due to a disruption of population stability.
Conceptually, all these approaches focus on only one main channel of interrelation between 
migration and disaster risk: The (mal-)adaptive implications for disaster risk inherent in 
migration as a dynamic altering the livelihood asset portfolio of individuals and communities 
which then translates into specific vulnerabilities (or rarely resiliencies) for people involved 
in migration. Generally, the current operationalization of migration in risk indices misses a 
holistic understanding of the influence of migration on various risk indicators. 

3.2. Literature Review: Potential Migration Impacts on Risk

To address this gap, the following literature review was conducted to take a closer look at 
migration impacts on different factors of disaster risk, building the basis for a more profound 
operationalization of these effects for future approaches in disaster risk analysis. 
The chapter is based on a review of about 40 studies, journal articles, book chapters and 
reports related to migration and disaster risk. The literature has initially been selected through 
systematic searches using different combinations of the terms “migration”, “mobility”, “disaster 
risk”, “vulnerability”, “resilience” and “adaptation” in university library catalogues and other 
scientific literature platforms (such as ScienceDirect). In a second step, up to three phases of 
backward snow-balling have been conducted, meaning that literature has been selected by 
going through the bibliographies of already selected papers. 
The review is meant to provide a first overview and is structured along the four main 
components of disaster risk (hazard, exposure, susceptibility and resilience).

3.2.1. Migration as Pressure or Relief – Implications for Hazards

The hazard element of risk is probably the risk factor most decoupled from anthropogenic 
intervention, given that the focus of this thesis lies on mostly natural and socio-ecological 
hazards. However, the frequency and magnitude of some of these “natural” hazards can be 
influenced by societal or socio-ecological dynamics. Such an impact mostly materializes through 
large-scale interventions between the social and the ecological subsystem within SES, such as 
through environmental degradation, anthropogenic climate change, resource use practices or 
demographic resource pressure. It is therefore the channel of macro-scale changes through 
which migration potentially influences hazard dynamics. There are two main variables which 
should be considered when looking at the migration-hazard nexus: natural resource pressure 
and maintenance of socio-natural landscapes.

23 Interestingly, the SoVI after Cutter et al. (2003, p. 250) uses numbers of net-international migration as an 
indicator and not immigration rates, indirectly implying that immigration and emigration effects somehow 
“compensate” each other, even though no emigration effects have been conceptualized in the respective 
paper.

RQ 3:  How does migration impact different components/dimensions of risk?
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Natural Resource Pressure

Natural resource pressure here is defined as the intensity of the anthropogenic use of 
environmental resources in a given socio-ecological system relative to the natural capacity 
of the system to reproduce and provide these resources. Through this link the concept 
is closely related to resource overuse and the subsequent environmental degradation and 
erosion of environmental resources. Natural resource pressure might be seen as a subtype of 
demographic pressure24, which here describes the intensity of the anthropogenic use of any 
type of resources (e.g. also institutional) in a socio-ecological system relative to the capacity of 
the socio-ecological system to reproduce and provide these resources.
Migration directly influences the spatial distribution of people, and is accordingly an important 
dynamic influencing demographic pressure (Schensul & Dodmann 2013, pp. 5-7; Scheffran 
et al. 2012, p. 120). At this point, the distinction of migration impacts in emigration and 
immigration impacts becomes important. 
Emigration can result in a reduction of natural resource pressure, as the overall demand for 
natural resources is decreased when people are leaving (Barnett & Webber 2010, p. 24). For 
immigration the reverse effect can be observed, as an increased amount of people living in 
an area usually leads to increased natural resource pressure. If the natural resource pressure 
subsequently exceeds the natural resource capacity of the socio-ecological system, this 
migration effect can potentially foster ecosystem and soil degradation (Schwilch et al. 2017, 
pp. 190-191). These environmental degradation dynamics can create the conditions for more 
intense and more frequent socio-environmental hazards such as landslides or floods (IOM 
2014, p. 5). Accordingly, decreased resource pressure in emigration areas can in turn result 
in a more balanced resource use/ resource capacity ratio, potentially decreasing frequency 
and intensity of such hazards (Schwilch et al. 2017, pp. 190-191). However, there is also the 
argument that emigration can have an accelerating effect on resource pressure, when financial 
remittances and innovations which migrants channel back by their areas of origin, result in more 
resource intensive land use or consumption patterns and practices (Adger et al. 2002, p. 359).
The overall effect of emigration on resource pressure therefore seems to be context-specific, 
while areas which are mainly shaped by immigration generally are regarded to experience 
increased resource pressure, which – if critical with respect to the system’s resource capacity 
– can result in increased disaster risk. 

Maintenance of Fragile Socio-Natural Landscapes

Another migration impact related to hazards might be that some so-called Fragile Socio-Natural 
Landscapes (FSNL) need a certain degree of anthropogenic intervention and maintenance in 
order to keep up their ecosystem functions and productivity. An example for such a FSNL could 
be a mountainous area which has been terraced to counter slope instability after the natural 
vegetation cover has been removed to make the land arable. Large emigration movements 
might lead to an abandonment of such FSNL, exposing these landscapes to environmental 
degradation, increasing the frequency and intensity of potential hazards such as landslides, 
fires, floods, avalanches, desertification or soil erosion (IOM 2014, p. 6). 

24 Sometimes also “Population Pressure” (see e.g. Scheffran et al. 2012, p. 120).
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This effect is mostly important to emigration areas (areas with a negative net-migration) which 
comprise FSNL such as in particular dry or mountainous areas (IOM 2014, p. 6), for immigration 
areas (areas with a positive net-migration) no related or even reverse25 effects have been 
described in the literature.

3.2.2. Migration as Refuge or Risk Taking – Implications for Exposure

Some key implications of migration dynamics are that they change the location, distribution, 
size and density of communities (Schensul & Dodmann 2013, pp. 5-7). Migration thus is a major 
population dynamic altering the exposure of people and assets to hazards through the channel 
of macro-scale changes of the SES. 

Spatial Exposure

Most prominent in the literature is the impact of migration on the spatial dimension of exposure. 
Depending on the direction of net-migration within spatial hazard patterns, it can both lead to 
a reduction or an increase in exposure. If migration flows originate from hazard-prone (often 
resource-scarce and fragile) socio-ecological systems and are directed to less hazard-prone 
areas, as has been frequently observed (Guadagno 2017, p. 19), exposure is lowered. 
In contrast, in many cases migration contributes to an increase of exposure, when migration 
flows accumulate population in highly hazard-prone areas. This is for instance often evident, 
when migration is directed towards fast-growing cities (Guadagno 2017, p. 19) which frequently 
are located at the coast26 and thus exposed to coastal hazards or can be otherwise prone to 
hazards. 

Temporal Exposure

An often neglected but, especially with respect to seasonal migration patterns, important 
dimension of exposure is the temporal, as hazards are not only bound to spatial, but also to 
temporal patterns. Likewise, many forms of migration show certain temporal patterns, most 
obviously e.g. seasonal migration.
Seasonal migrants move only temporally to a specific area, often led by seasonal livelihood 
opportunities, creating highly fluctuating temporal patterns of labor demand in specific areas 
(IOM 2011, p. 89). As an example, in an area where many jobs are related to agriculture, a high 
number of seasonal migrants might live and work in the area during labor-intensive time periods 
in the agricultural cycle, such as harvesting seasons. Oftentimes, such agricultural seasons are 
bound to specific meteorological patterns like rainy or dry seasons, which again are most often 
related to characteristic hazards (such as flooding, storms or droughts). This connection might 
result in potential links between seasonal migration and the number of people which are located 
in a certain area during a specifically hazardous time period (Adger et al. 2018, pp. 30-38).27

25 See for instance Tiffen et al. (1994).

26 Two of the three fastest growing cities between 2010 and 2015 were located at the coast (UNDESA 2014).

27 The concept of temporal exposure has been widely neglected so far in the literature reviewed on the 
intertwining of migration and exposure. Its mentioning here is justified because of the clear conceptualization 
of temporal exposure in the MOVE framework (Birkmann et al. 2013a), while it is however recognized that 
the understanding of the relationship between temporal exposure and migration still has to be empirically 
assessed by future studies.
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3.2.3. Migration as Opportunity or Burden – Implications for Susceptibility

Susceptibility characteristics reveal some of the most interesting interlinkages to migration. 
Conceptually, susceptibility in many cases is difficult to distinguish from resilience. Often the 
same process chains influence both the susceptibility and resilience of an individual or group 
at risk. In the following paragraphs, migration impacts influencing those characteristics of 
migrants’ communities of origin and communities of destination28 are explained, which make 
them more prone to be negatively affected by a hazardous event. The emphasis here lies on a 
“snap-shot” of asset portfolios and socio-political agency/processes which make individuals or 
groups, hyperbolically put, “objects” of risk. Resilience on the other hand, will add the capacity 
of an individual or group to actively deal with hazardous conditions and to avert and minimize 
severe disaster impacts in chapter 3.2.4. 
As susceptibility is closely interconnected with characteristics of people, the concept’s structure 
is very close to the livelihoods approach (see also Table 1). The subchapter has therefore 
been loosely structured along the impacts of migration on different types of assets. However, 
the chapter does not only focus on the impact of migration on livelihood assets, but aims to 
explain the processes behind it, which often are related to macro-level structures during the 
livelihood generation process.

Ecosystems and Natural Assets

By explaining the link between migration and increased or decreased environmental 
degradation, chapter 3.2.1 has already touched upon migration impacts on ecological systems.
Environmental degradation however does not only have potential implications on the frequency 
and magnitude of hazardous processes and events but can also alter the susceptibility of 
individuals and their social groups (households, communities, …), as it can lead to a decreased 
availability of natural livelihood assets. Next to the immediate consequences of diminishing 
natural livelihood assets, such as e.g. food insecurity in cases where people directly produce 
their own food, this also means that livelihood strategies can be more easily interrupted, 
potentially leading to secondary effects on the whole livelihood asset portfolio (DFID 1999, 
pp. 11-12). Decreased environmental degradation in the reverse conclusion can lead to an 
increased availability of natural resources, potentially relieving environmental stress on 
livelihoods, making them less susceptible. Also, evidence from a Pakistani study showed 
that households which received financial remittances from migrants were less dependent on 
natural resources (Banerjee et al. 2016, p. 19) an effect which can be attributed to the general 
potential of financial remittances to increase households’ access to livelihood assets.

Financial Remittances and Other Economic Assets

Financial Remittances as Key to Other Livelihood Resources

Remittances increase the financial livelihood assets in remittance-receiving emigration 
communities which can have secondary, positive effects on the availability of livelihood 
opportunities and thus holds the opportunity to return an increased availability and/or 

28 Communities of destination include the migrants themselves who became part of these communities.
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security of livelihood assets (Banerjee et al. 2016, p. 10 & p. 20). A general feature of financial 
assets, including financial remittances, is that they can be directly converted into other types 
of assets, meaning that remittances can not only be used for the direct acquirement of other 
livelihood assets through consumption (DFID 1999, p. 15) but as investments, they can also 
contribute to whole new livelihood opportunities. 

Poverty 

In most multidimensional risk assessments, economic indicators such as the Multidimensional 
Poverty Index or income distribution patterns are regarded to be central for measuring 
vulnerability29.
As an important part of the household livelihood strategies of many people, migration has 
a direct impact on the economic structure of a community at risk. These impacts range 
from small-scale implications for the economic situation of each individual household to 
macroeconomic effects. 
Generally, many studies suggest that migration holds the potential to decrease poverty30. This 
is mainly due to the inflow of financial remittances which can represent an important income 
of households in the home communities of migrants (De Haas 2006, p. 569; The World Bank 
2006, p. XIII). However, also with respect to such positive migration impacts, there is a risk to 
oversimplify. Migration and poverty are both in itself extremely complex phenomena. Thus, 
the impact of migration on poverty has to be understood alongside with some contextual 
factors. For instance, Taylor et al. (2008, p. 104) found that financial remittances had to reach a 
certain amount and had to be received at least partly by the poorest households to reduce rural 
poverty in the study area in Mexico. Also, one has to take into account that migration initially 
places high financial costs and risks on the households of origin, which can worsen a households 
economic situation, especially if the migrant does not succeed at finding a financially rewarding 
livelihood in the community of destination (Fagen 2006, pp. 13-14; Guadagno 2017, p. 21).  
The potential inherent in migration to reduce poverty in emigration areas is thus closely connected 
to the migrants’ ability to set up economically viable and stable livelihoods in their immigration 
areas. Additionally, macro-economic effects of migration such as on the labor market, when 
outmigration is very high, depleting the productivity of a community, have to be considered, 
as they can result in an overall worsening of poverty (Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 39).  
Even though the interrelations between migration and poverty are a popular topic in the 
literature on migration impacts, in the following, this thesis does not refer to migration impacts 
as poverty implications. This is due to the fact that poverty is a highly aggregated and equally 
complex concept as migration, which cannot be broken down and be properly addressed in 
just a few paragraphs. It has therefore been decided that this thesis focuses on the impact 
of specific migration-related processes on clear attributes related to poverty such as income 
security or wage level instead of operationalizing the interrelations of migration and poverty 
in general.

29 See e.g. INFORM (Marin-Ferrer et al. 2017) or WRI (Krause 2016).

30 See e.g. De Haas (2006); Deshingkar & Grimm (2005); Taylor et al. (2008); The World Bank (2006) or Lucas 
(2005).
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Access to Economic Activities and Financial Services

The capacity to improve one’s economic situation through migration is closely connected to 
the constraints and opportunities migrants encounter in the community of origin’s economic 
systems. In many SES, migrants face specific social, cultural and political patterns which can 
reduce their access to labor markets and livelihood opportunities, often ultimately leading 
these people into informality and exploitation31 (IOM 2014, p. 8; UNDP 2009, p. 3). Due to 
informality, migrants often face high livelihood insecurity (Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 48; 
Guadagno et al. 2017, p. 9).

Macroeconomic Effects

In the literature, the macroeconomic effects of migration are much debated. The three 
main macro-economic variables which are discussed here are: wages, job competition and 
productivity/ economic growth32.
As the local labor supply is reduced by emigration, it can lead to an increase in wages in the 
communities that are predominantly shaped by emigration (Lucas 2005, p. 150; The World 
Bank 2006, p. XIV). Respectively, in immigration areas, wages might be lowered due to the 
inflow of workforce (Ratha et al. 2010, p. 6; The World Bank 2006, p. XIII). A study by Carter & 
Sutch (2008, p. 133) however finds no evidence of a lowering impact of immigration on wages.
Increased productivity and economic growth due to the increased work force (Ratha et al. 
2010, p. 6; De Moor 2011, pp. 13-14), even might result in an income boost for natives in 
immigration areas (The World Bank 2006, p. XII; UNDP 2009, p. 3). In turn, this could also mean 
that the productivity of emigration areas is generally lowered, decreasing income levels and 
worsening poverty (Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 39). The overall effect on the productivity of 
a community by either emigration or immigration is however dependent on the skill profiles of 
the migrants leaving or arriving and on the overall labor market structure (Lucas 2005, p. 150).
Generally, immigration increases labor market competition, while emigration decreases it, 

31 This reveals the lack of migrants’ rights and acceptance to participate in the local labor market as one of the 
root causes which frequently leads to illegal employments and the related hazards of exploitation, abuse 
and unsafe working conditions for migrants, making undocumented migrants a social group with special 
vulnerabilities (see also paragraph on migration and health).

32 Probably one of the issues, which is amongst the most controversially debated ones in the literature, is the 
question whether migration contributes to income equality or inequality. On the one hand, the potential 
economic benefits related to migration are bound to the financial capacity of a household to pay for the 
initial costs of migration. This means that migration benefits often are unavailable to the poorest, who 
are unable to migrate due to a lack of financial means. Accordingly, migration as a potentially rewarding 
livelihood opportunity, which is mostly restricted to better-off households, would contribute to increased 
income inequality (Ratha 2013, p. 7; Taylor et al. 2008, p. 105). On the other hand, migration is considered 
to produce multiplier and spill-over effects (such as through overall economic growth and increase of 
income levels), which could have overall equalizing effects in both the host and the home communities 
(Glytsos 1993, p. 149; Lucas 2005, pp. 153-154; Ratha 2013, p. 7). Within the group of migrant-sending 
households, migration even seems to particularly benefit the poorest, as remittances constitute a crucial 
share of their income (Attzs 2008, p. 12). Since the link between disaster risk and income equality is quite 
fuzzy, these interrelations are not further operationalized in this thesis. It is however acknowledged that 
income equality is an important general dynamic, which might also have indirect implications for disaster 
risk, which is why it is mentioned in this footnote.
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potentially leading to higher unemployment rates in immigration communities and lower 
unemployment rates in emigration communities (Ratha et al. 2010, p. 6; Lucas 2005, p. 150). 
In the best case, migration can be a balancing motion between a labor market in need of a 
specific type of work force and an overcrowded labor market with a surplus of work force. As 
productivity is considered to be more attributed to resilience, the specific variables related to 
the impact of migration on the productivity of a system will be further explained in chapter 3.2.4. 

Institutional Capacity and Institutional Pressure – “Institutional Assets”

An important variable for the susceptibility of a community is its institutional capacity to support 
its members with critical services such as health care or disaster risk management services, 
especially in case of an emergency. With respect to migration, the institutional capacity of 
a community is mainly impacted by changes in the demographic pressure, controlling the 
demand for institutional services (institutional pressure), and by the availability of skilled 
labor force, working in the institutional service sector, which determines the capacity of a 
community to accommodate the demand for institutional services. 
As has been explained with respect to resource pressure already, migration can increase and 
decrease demographic pressure and thus also institutional pressure. When the institutional 
pressure gets too high to be met by the institutional capacity of a community this increases 
the susceptibility of a community in the sense that the community’s organizational functioning 
is disturbed (Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 9). 
At the same time, immigration can increase the institutional capacity of communities, when 
it brings in skilled labor (UNDP 2009, p. 83). Emigration can of course have the reverse effect, 
when highly-skilled professionals move away (Lucas 2005, p. 151 & p. 159; The World Bank 2006, 
p. XIV). However, financial remittances in emigration areas oftentimes increase the education 
expenditures in remittance-receiving emigration communities, potentially resulting in a secondary 
increase of the skilled labor supply (Ratha et al. 2010, p. 4; Adger et al. 2002, p. 359 & p. 364).  

Factors Constraining Migrant’s Access to Basic Services

Legal Situation/ Trust in Local Authorities

Another institutional factor determining an individual’s access to critical services such as 
disaster risk assistance or health care is the legal context. Usually, the legal entitlement of 
migrants to basic emergency services is covered by human rights and thus is at least officially 
equal to the native people’s rights in most countries. However, some migrants are legally 
constrained in their permission to stay or work, which might result in a share of migrants who 
are in conflict with or unsure about their basic rights. In fear to be punished or send back to 
their places of origin, especially irregular migrants33 have shown to often avoid contact to basic 
institutional services providers, even in case of emergency (Beesey et al. 2016, p. 29). 

33 The term “irregular migrant” is here used to refer to migrants which are undocumented and/or do not hold 
an official permission of stay in their country of destination.
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Information

Additionally, migrants can face special constraints when accessing services due to information 
barriers. 
Also during non-emergency situations, due to discrimination, language barriers or limited local 
social networks, migrants sometimes struggle to retrieve comprehensive information on the 
institutional mechanisms in their living places (Beesey et al. 2016, p. 30; Donner & Rodriguez 
2008, p. 1096).
A lack of trust and/or information eventually decreases their access to institutional services 
and thus makes them more susceptible (Guadagno 2017, p. 20). 
Of course, not all migrants have these difficulties to access disaster assistance or health 
services, it is therefore not appropriate to simply take a high share of migrants in a community 
as an indicator for disaster risk34. Instead, the focus should be placed on factors that constrain 
the access to such basic services, such as the legal status of migrants and information barriers 
and their root causes in marginalization or language barriers.

Social, Demographic and Cultural Patterns – Social and Human Assets

This paragraph focuses on how migration impacts individual human assets and socio-
demographic/ socio-cultural characteristics of migrants and their communities of origin and 
destination.
Migration is widely recognized to have a strong impact on the demographic profile of 
communities. This is for instance due to the fact that the largest share of (international) 
migrants is of working age (20-64 years) (IOM 2017a, p. 15). This means that regions with 
high net-immigration rates are likely to receive an inflow of economically productive young to 
mid-aged individuals (IOM 2014, pp. 11-12). As elderly and very young people are considered 
to be generally more susceptible than this mid-aged group (e.g. due to issues of e.g. agency 
and physical health) such an inflow related to demographic change can decrease the overall 
susceptibility of a community. Especially in developed “aging” societies, immigration 
also decreases the economic dependency ratio of the society, which overall decreases its 
vulnerability as a high dependency ratio is oftentimes seen as an indicator for susceptibility35.
In the reverse conclusion, high emigration rates often lead to a loss of healthy, productive 
individuals, potentially increasing the dependency ratio and share of children and elderly (and 
thus susceptibility) in the emigration area (IOM 2014, p. 11). 
Migrants also bring a lot of other individual socio-demographic and socio-cultural characteristics 
with them into a community, potentially also altering the gender balance or ethnic and 
religious composition of communities (Schensul & Dodmann 2013, pp. 5-7). Emigration is 
generally likely to change the gender balance of a community towards a relatively higher 
share of women and the reverse fact tends to be true for immigration, as typically more 
men migrate than women (IOM 2017a, p. 17). However, in a recent development, migration 
becomes increasingly “feminized”, which might question this general argument (Deshingkar & 

34 Which has been done before: See chapter 3.1 on this.

35 See for instance Krause (2016); Guadagno et al. (2017) and Ortega & Peri (2009).
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Grimm 2005, p. 22). Despite many risk indices take a higher share of women as an indicator 
for higher susceptibility36, as women often face specific issues related to agency and access to 
livelihood assets, this hypothesis is seen to be equally shallow as the hypothesis that migrants 
are generally more vulnerable. In both cases socio-cultural processes and patterns inherent to 
the SES are the actual reason why specific socio-demographic or socio-cultural characteristics 
(gender, ethnicity, religion, etc.) translate into higher susceptibilities for some individuals. It 
is therefore important to have a closer look at these processes, cultural customs or habitual 
practices which can transform specific characteristics into a predisposition to be discriminated 
and marginalized, meaning that these groups face more challenges to access assets such 
as social community support (social assets), high-wage livelihood opportunities (economic 
assets) or education (human assets). 

Social Roles

Migration potentially alters household and community structures, which can have an impact 
on the social roles and agency of each individual in the social group. For instance, in cases 
where predominantly men migrate, leaving their wives back home, the absence of the 
women’s husbands can open up empowering new social roles (e.g. such as being head of 
the household), or job openings (e.g. when women take over their husband’s local livelihood 
strategies) for them (Lucas 2005, p. 159).

Marginalization and Social Pressures

Particularly, when the home and the host community of a migrant are socio-culturally very 
different, migrants can have socio-cultural characteristics, e.g. related to religion or ethnicity, 
which are unusual or negatively connotated within the cultural patterns of the host community, 
making migrants potential subjects to xenophobia, discrimination, stigmatization and conflicts 
(Kokkali 2011, p. 162). Additionally, the obligation to send remittances back home, which is 
often rooted in cultural habits, can be a form of cultural constraint to the agency of migrants to 
access and use their livelihood resources, potentially leaving them less emancipated compared 
to natives in the host community (Hammond 2010, pp. 136-139).

Bottom-Up Change

Translocal connections between two distinct SES can be a channel of socio-cultural exchange 
and adjustment, holding the power to change cultural patterns in a long-term bottom up 
process (Lucas 2005, pp. 159-160; Levitt 2001, p. 196). These cultural innovations and ideas 
can have a far reaching impact on social norms and cultural patterns across whole countries, 
potentially enabling both an assimilation of empowering or of disempowering ideas (UNDP 
2009, pp. 60-61 & p. 71) with respect to gender roles/ gender equity or a community’s attitude 
towards foreigners (xenophobia). This is a good example for the conceptual channel of macro- 
and micro-scale interlinkages between migration and disaster risk.

36 Out of the 106 methodologies reviewed by Beccari (2016), 18 incorporated a high percentage of female 
population as an indicator for vulnerability (see for instance Tate et al. 2010; Cutter et al. 2003; Zhang & 
Hong 2013; Emrich & Cutter 2011 or Andrey & Jones 2008).
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Other Human Assets

Migrants bring a whole portfolio of individual human assets with them, including local 
knowledge and experiences they gained in their home communities, which can be of relevance 
when evaluating and responding to disaster risk or hazardous conditions. 

Risk Knowledge

Depending on the disaster risk context in the communities of origin and destination, migrants 
can have both a comparably higher risk awareness and experience or a lack of local risk 
knowledge compared to the natives in their communities of destination. Taking risk experiences 
as an indicator for reduced susceptibility is however critical, as they can also lead to riskier 
behavior, when people overestimate their control over a hazardous situation (Gänsbauer et 
al. 2017, p. 24). However, the level of risk experience in a group of migrants is important as it 
can reduce or increase their dependency on local risk information, which can be constrained 
by the same barriers as institutional risk information (Gänsbauer et al. 2017, p. 24)37. 

Health

Another important issue concerning social susceptibility is the health of people. Next to the 
implications of migration on the accessibility and availability of health services and insurance 
for migrants and their home and host communities, the literature describes a number of 
different potential migration impacts on the health status of a society. 
Firstly, migration can have positive and negative impacts on health through its role in 
environmental degradation processes. Human health can be closely dependent on ecosystem 
services deriving from natural resources and mechanisms, such as air quality or water quality 
(DFID 1999, p. 11). If these ecosystem services are distracted due to environmental degradation, 
this can have an immediate impact on the health and thus social susceptibility of a community.
Secondly, in some cases, migration itself can become a hazard to the health of migrants 
and their social contacts. As migration separates families and places people in an unknown 
environment, there is a risk for physical and mental health issues such as depressions and 
psycho-social stress among migrants and their families, especially due to family separation 
(Virupaksha et al. 2014, p. 236; IOM 2017b, p. 14; Ratha et al. 2010, p. 5). Another very specific 
issue in this respect is the spread of diseases like HIV, which has been found to be accelerated 
by (international) migration flows in some cases (Lucas 2005, p. 13). 
Furthermore, especially when related to high demographic pressure and unclear/ limited basic 
rights to stay and work, immigration can foster dangerous housing and working conditions 
(IOM 2014, p. 8; Beesey et al. 2016, p. 29; IOM 2017b, p. 14). Irregular migrants are especially 
at risk to suffer abuse, exploitation and harassment (Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 48;  
Beesey et al. 2016, p. 29; Guadagno et al. 2017, p. 9). These risks do not only threaten the 
health of migrants, making them more socially susceptible to natural hazards, but also have 
implications on their economical and physical susceptibility. 

37 See also the paragraph on factors constraining migrants’ access to basic services.
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Housing Conditions – Physical Assets

With respect to the predisposition of physical structures to get damaged during a hazardous 
event, migration predominantly impacts the housing conditions of migrant families in the 
communities of origin. 
According to the findings of Mohapatra et al. (2009, pp. 16-17), the reception of financial 
remittances is related to stronger building structures. Thus, migrants’ families potentially live 
under less physically susceptible housing conditions compared to non-migrant households. 
However, migrants themselves, especially when they are headed towards centers of 
already high demographic pressure with relation to the capacity of the housing markets, 
and/or when they are lacking institutional support in their communities of destination due 
to informality, often face dangerous housing conditions or end up in informal settlements  
(Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 48). This makes immigration and – in particular irregular 
immigration – a potential contributing factor of physical susceptibility.

3.2.4. Migration as Liberation or Loss – Implications for Resilience

The following paragraphs collect implications of migration on the active capacity of an individual 
or group to deal with hazardous conditions and to avert and minimize severe disaster impacts, 
which is closely connected to livelihood stability and security. On the one hand, this stability 
is related to the susceptibility of certain livelihood elements which has been described in 
the former chapter. On the other hand, there are some specific characteristics of livelihood 
asset portfolios/ strategies which make them particularly more robust against shocks and 
stresses. These characteristics mainly are related to three concepts: Redundancy, Diversity 
and Flexibility. In the following, the interrelations between migration and the three different 
types of resilience capacities which have been defined in the MOVE framework are discussed 
under consideration of these three concepts.

Capacity to Cope

The capacity to cope focuses on the ability to respond to and minimize the harmful consequences 
of shocks and stresses (Birkmann et al. 2013a, pp. 4-5; Birkmann 2013b, pp. 22-23).  
From a livelihood perspective, this is the capacity of a social group or individual to sustain a 
livelihood or its basic function to provide a living, despite the fact that certain livelihood assets 
are disturbed (depending on their susceptibility profile), or that the socio-political context is 
altered by shocks and stresses. In the short term, people mainly deal with these disturbances 
by drawing on redundancies and diversity within their livelihood asset portfolio. The following 
paragraphs therefore focus on two key types of assets important to coping – financial and 
social assets – and on how migration impacts these assets with respect to redundancy and 
diversity. 

Financial Coping

Financial assets are some of the most important assets for coping, as they can be converted into 
other types of assets, making it a flexible means of responding to damages to any livelihood 
asset (DFID 1999, p. 15). Financial remittances from migrants living abroad have been found 
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to build savings and to enhance access to financial insurances available for coping (De Haas 
2006, p. 567), ultimately increasing the amount and thus redundancy of financial resources of 
a household. 
Additionally, migration as a translocal household livelihood strategy diversifies the income 
sources of a household through financial remittances, increasing its income security  
(Attzs 2008, p. 2; Ratha 2013, pp. 5-7; De Moor 2011, p. 7; Yang & Choi 2007, p. 220 & p. 246; 
De Haas 2006, p. 566). This effect is closely connected to the dissimilarity of the two locales 
that a translocal household conducts its livelihood strategies in: The more the two systems 
differ, the more households can diversify their assets and risks through translocal livelihood 
strategies. This might also be the reason why the effectiveness of financial remittances for 
coping has been found to increase with spatial distance between the community of origin and 
destination of a migrant (Gröger & Zylberberg 2016, pp. 149-150). 
Regarding disaster resilience, this is especially important with respect to the spatial differences 
in the SES’ risk contexts. These differences enable a spatial diversification of risk, meaning 
that when a hazardous event or process impacts livelihood assets which are localized in one 
place, the assets in another place are not harmed because they are either not exposed or 
not susceptible to the same hazard. By drawing on assets which are localized in at least two 
different risk contexts, diversified translocal household livelihood strategies thus improve the 
household’s overall income security (Guadagno 2017, p. 14). 

Social Coping 

Another group of livelihood assets of particular importance in coping with shocks and stresses 
are the social assets, specifically social contacts and networks. The role of social assets as 
potential “resource of last resort”, especially for the poor (who cannot draw on financial assets 
for coping) is due to their potential to act as an informal safety net which sustains the main 
functions of a household under stress and compensates for disturbances to other livelihood 
assets (DFID 1999, p. 9). 
Generally, migration expands and spatially spreads social networks as migrants develop 
new contacts to people in their communities of destination, potentially increasing the 
redundancy and diversity of their households’ social assets (Barnett & Webber 2010, p. 24;  
Massey et al. 1993, pp. 448-449; Long 2008, pp. 61-62; Sakdapolrak 2014, p. 9). In many cases, 
migrants sustain links to their social networks at home, building a translocal connectiveness 
that can be central to each of the network member’s social resilience (Sakdapolrak 2014, p. 9).  
Especially the spatial diversity of social contacts in so-called “translocal networks” plays an 
important role in coping mechanisms, as these contacts can help people to evacuate from 
places affected by hazards (Gänsbauer et al. 2017, p. 20). 
At the same time, migration can also lead to the loss of social assets. This is for instance the case, 
when (family) relations between migrants and their social networks in their communities of origin 
are disrupted or even broken up (Julca 2011, p. e45). Also possible is that migrants have weaker 
social networks in their places of destination, which can be due to discrimination, stigmatization 
and xenophobia or other obstacles to access social resources such as language barriers (Kokkali 
2011, p. 166; IOM 2014, p. 8; Donner & Rodriguez 2008, p. 1096). Furthermore, some authors 
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argue that migrants decrease the social cohesion in a community (Freire & Li 2013, pp. 16-17),  
while other studies however found reverse effects, as migrants have shown to be more likely 
to join unions or religious groups (IOM 2014, p. 7) in their communities of destination and to 
increase social cohesion in their communities of origin (Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 44).

Capacity to Recover (Bounce-Back)

When a system was (partly) unable to cope with shocks and stresses, meaning that it 
experienced harmful consequences from these, the subsequent strategy to sustain the key 
functions of the system is to recover from the disturbance, meaning that livelihood assets 
which have been lost and which could not be replaced immediately by coping mechanisms, 
need to be regenerated in the medium-term. For this process, the flexibility to self-organize 
and reorganize is key (Folke 2006, pp. 259-260). Translating these abilities into livelihood 
related terms, a community mainly needs human assets, such as skills and labor in order to 
recover from shocks and stresses (DFID 1999, p. 7).

Human Assets for Recovery

Migration impacts human assets in many ways. Probably most prominent in the literature 
is the issue of “brain drain”, which attributes a potential loss of human capital to emigration  
(Lucas 2005, pp. 151-153; Marchiori et al. 2013; The World Bank 2006, p. XIV). A lack of highly 
skilled labor decreases the productivity, self-reliance and innovative capacity (including the 
ability to learn) of communities with high rates of emigration (Marchiori et al. 2013, p. 1582; 
The World Bank 2006, p. XIV), which also reduces the communities’ capacity to recover 
from shocks and stresses. On the other side, immigration can result in a gain of highly skilled 
personnel, increasing efficiency, productivity and innovative capital of those communities 
(Carter & Sutch 2008, p. 153; Ratha et al. 2010, p. 7; The World Bank 2006, p. XII). Despite these 
general dynamics, researchers however also point out a few more differentiated processes 
related to migration impacts on human assets: 
Financial remittances for instance, can to some degree compensate for the loss of labor force as 
a result of emigration, as they can open up new, less labor-intensive livelihood opportunities or, 
depending on the labor market situation, can be used to hire labor (Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 39). 
The actual impact of emigration on the productivity and capacity to self-organize of a 
community thus depends to a large share on its economic structure. The same is obviously 
true for the productivity increasing effect of immigration.
Another factor to consider is the length of the migration movement and its seasonality. In many 
cases temporary migration is a compensating motion adapting to short-term fluctuations in 
the spatial demand for labor, which is generally contributing to the efficiency of both the areas 
of origin and destination of migrants (De Moor 2011, pp. 13-14). 

Capacity to Anticipate and Transform

In parallel with coping and recovery processes or as a response when neither coping nor 
recovery strategies are sufficient to sustain the original livelihood under altered circumstances, 
or if the disaster risk related to a livelihood strategy is perceived to be too high, individuals 
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or social groups might transform their whole livelihood contexts. The flexibility to do so is 
closely related to the flexibility to reorganize which is needed in recovery. But in contrast, 
transformation is aimed at seeking a completely new livelihood (context) instead of returning 
to the old one. Despite recovery, this form of resilience also enables people to anticipate risk. 
This reduction of disaster risk can be achieved either by disrupting the livelihood-based (micro-
scale) reproduction of vulnerability through a change of livelihood strategies, or by changing 
the macro-level risk context which the livelihood strategy is conducted in.
Next to the human assets which are also needed for reorganization, anticipation and 
transformation additionally need capacities to increase knowledge, to learn from experience 
and to access alternative livelihood options. 
The first two capacities are mainly determined by dynamics of education and knowledge 
transfer and are closely related to the capacity to access alternative livelihood options. This 
is due to the fact that education and knowledge transfer return new human capital which 
again allows an individual or social group to unlock and conduct new, often more favorable 
livelihood strategies.

Education and Knowledge Transfer

Migration is widely believed to facilitate education and the acquisition of knowledge: 
First, migration can open up new educational opportunities for migrants as the community 
of destination might provide a better education infrastructure (e.g. more/better schools, 
universities, etc.) and/or a more supporting socio-cultural, political and economic environment 
(e.g. wider acceptance of female (higher) education, less economic need of child work, etc.) 
(IOM 2014, p. 7; UNDP 2009, p. 2). 
Second, migrants are exposed to new professional and social routines, bearing the potential to 
acquire skills and knowledge, multiplying the migrants’ human assets (De Moor 2011, p. 10). 
This also works the other way around, when migrants bring their expertise into the communities 
of destination, potentially enhancing their knowledge base. Through their translocal contacts 
they also transmit their newly acquired knowledge back to their communities of origin 
(Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 44; Barnett & Webber 2010, p. 23). This innovative capacity 
of migration as part of the general circulation of ideas, identities and practices between 
communities of destination and communities of origin (“social remittances”), facilitates 
development, productivity and economic growth and thus has far reaching implications on 
the macro-economic situation and the livelihoods of people in both communities (Ratha et al. 
2010, pp. 6-7; De Moor 2011, p. 7; Marchiori et al. 2013, p. 1584). 
Third, in a number of studies, financial remittances have been found to be an important 
investment capital, which is to a large share used for education expenses (Ratha et al. 2010, p. 2; 
Adger et al. 2002, p. 364). This way, migration can directly support the education of remittance 
recipients and overcome market constraints such as imperfect credit markets, enabling also 
other productive investments38 (De Haas 2006; Woodruff & Zenteno 2001, p. 27).

38 A productive investment is a spending, which has the potential to enhance the livelihood of an individual or 
social group by returning more assets (as livelihood outcomes) than it costs (own definition based on Bank 
of England (2016)).
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At the same time, the labor gaps which might result from the decrease of productive individuals 
in emigration communities as well as the prospect to be able to migrate with a certain level of 
education, can serve as new education incentives for people in these areas, indirectly fostering 
education (Marchiori et al. 2013, p. 1584). 
However, migration impacts on education are not always positive. Especially for children of 
undocumented migrants the access to education might be decreased (UNDP 2009, p. 58). 
Additionally, migrants might face specific barriers to access education, for instance due to 
missing language proficiency, financial and cultural constraints, or issues of acknowledgement 
of former education (Anselme & Hands 2010, pp. 92-94).

Other Ways to Access Alternative Livelihoods

As has been mentioned already, the acquisition of new livelihood assets, which can, for 
instance, be achieved through productive investments including education, can unlock 
new livelihood options. The impact of financial remittances on the affordability of such 
productive investments is not only important with respect to education, but also to other 
investments such as in e.g. livestock or land, which might improve livelihood options as well  
(Adger et al. 2002, p. 359).

The Ability to Migrate as an Attribute of Resilience

By providing access to another SES and its localized assets, opportunities and structures, 
migration holds the opportunity to decrease a migrant’s individual disaster risk in many ways. 
This makes the ability to migrate in itself a capability to anticipate or response to disaster risk 
and thus an attribute of resilience (Guadagno 2017, p. 18). Below, some examples illustrate in 
how manifold ways migration becomes a risk reduction strategy:
Due to the fact that migration alters the distribution of people and assets, many authors 
acknowledge that by the means of exposure reduction, migration can be an active risk 
management strategy, both in anticipation to perceived and in response to materialized 
disaster risk39. 
The concept of exposure reduction also is the most important driver of many institutional 
disaster risk strategies through planned relocation/ resettlement (Birkmann et al. 2013b, p. 511) 
or evacuation. In a way, it is also core to the last-resort strategy of disaster-displaced people, 
who had no option but spatial movement (exposure reduction through evacuation) to protect 
their lives and livelihoods during a disaster.

Furthermore, migration holds the opportunity for individuals which are discriminated (e.g. 
based on gender or ethnicity) in their home communities to overcome localized cultural patterns 
and thus can empower these people (De Haas 2007, p. 22; Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 22). 
This phenomenon has been particularly described in the literature with respect to the 
empowerment of women through migration. When women migrate to a place where they 
have a higher social status than in their home communities, migration can help these women to 

39 See for instance: Hunter (2005); Guadagno (2017); IOM (2014); Schensul & Dodmann (2013) and King et al. 
(2014).
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challenge their traditional social role and constraints which are often related to high susceptibility 
(IOM 2014, p. 7; UNDP 2009, p. 3; De Haas 2007, p. 22; Deshingkar & Grimm 2005, p. 22). 
While in most contexts, migrants are still predominantly single men, the so-called “autonomous 
female migration” recently gains more and more importance in global migration dynamics. 
Deshingkar & Grimm (2005, p. 22) even identify the “feminization of migration” to be one of 
the most fundamental ongoing changes in global migration patterns as women’s economic 
independence and mobility becomes increasingly socially accepted in many places.
Migration can also improve the accessibility of livelihood assets, as it holds the potential to 
overcome localized constraints in the agency to access and use livelihood assets and thus unlocks 
new resources and opportunities (Guadagno 2017, p. 19; Greiner & Sakdapolrak 2013, pp. 6-7).  
This is for instance true for natural assets localized in a specific SES, or financial assets which 
could have been formerly limited by localized imperfect credit and insurance markets (De Haas 
2006, p. 566). 
Another example related to the access to institutional assets would be migrants moving from 
places with low institutional capacities to places with institutional capacities high enough to 
accommodate the increased institutional pressure, so that migrants can improve their access 
to critical institutional services such as disaster risk assistance or health services, resulting in a 
decrease of institutional susceptibility for these migrants (IOM 2014, p. 7).
Overall, migration can enable whole new livelihood opportunities which would have not been 
available in the home community. Migration thus holds the general potential to improve 
livelihoods (De Haas 2006, pp. 566-567), specifically those at risk, making it a transformative 
force and a resilience capacity. 

3.3. Synthesis of Literature Review and Conceptual Framework – Interim Implications

RQ 3.1:  Which themes of migration impacts on risk can be identified?
RQ 3.2:  How are migration impacts on disaster risk structured?
RQ 4.1:  How can migration-related risk indicators account for the multidimensionality and dynamic nature of 

migration?

The literature review in the previous chapter gave an insight in the variety of migration impacts 
on all different elements of disaster risk. In the next steps, these impacts will be operationalized 
for a better incorporation in quantitative risk assessments. To do so, they have to be structured, 
simplified and translated into indicators. As the literature review has shown, this is a difficult 
task, because there has to be found a way to deal with the complexity of migration impacts on 
disaster risk. This complexity mainly reveals itself in five principles which are important to 
consider:
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1. Generally, all impacts of migration on disaster risk can be split up in at least two sub-
steps: First, migration is related to a dynamic process, process chain or characteristic 
which is clearly connected to migration (in the following “migration impact”). Second, 
this migration impact has an implication on a variable which usually can be clearly in-
terpreted with respect to disaster risk (in the following “risk variable”). The following 
figure showcases the general process structure, drawing on an example from the liter-
ature review:   

Migration
Availability of Financial 

Remittances as (Additional) 
Income Source

Income Diversity 
= Income 
Security

Disaster Risk

Migration Impact Risk Variable

Figure 4: Exemplary Migration Impact Showing the General Process Structure 

2. Migration outcomes on disaster risk often are context-specific and, in many cases, de-
pend on characteristics inherent to the SES of origin/destination and/or specific char-
acteristics of the migrants themselves. The following two examples illustrate this based 
on migration impacts described in the literature. The first example shows a case where 
migration-related risk impacts are specific to the demographic characteristics of the 
migrants, while the second example represents a case where system characteristics 
in combination with specific characteristics of the migrants involved in the migration 
process are needed to interpret the migration impact on disaster risk. 

Migration
Population 
Movement 

Age Structure Disaster Risk 

Migration Impact Risk Variable

Change of Population 
Composition with 

Respect to Age

Migration
Population 
Movement 

Language 
Proficiency

Disaster Risk

Migration Impact Risk Variable

Change of Population 
Composition with 

Respect to Language 
Proficiency

Warning 
Languages

Figure 5: Exemplary Migration Impact Showing the Context-Specificity of Migra-
tion-Related Risk Implications

3. Migration outcomes on disaster risk often are actor-specific, meaning that the same 
migration-related process can have different impacts on the SES of origin and the SES 
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of destination which includes the migrants. The following graphic specifies the already 
shown example on the age structure as a risk variable by adding this thought.  

Figure 6: Exemplary Migration Impact Showing the Actor- and Place-Specificity of 
Migration-Related Risk Implications 

4. The processes through which migration impacts disaster risk oftentimes are dynamic 
and interconnected, comprising complex feedback loops. This is illustrated by the fol-
lowing figure, showing how migration impacts disaster risk through two processes at 
a time. Firstly, migration intervenes by impacting the socio-cultural homogeneity of 
an area40 and secondly by impacting the socio-cultural patterns which translate char-
acteristics such as ethnicity into susceptibility41.
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Socio-Cultural 
Exchange

Bottom-Up Change of 
Cultural Habits

Figure 7: Exemplary Migration Impact Showing Complex Interlinkages of Migra-
tion-Related Risk Implications

5. Many risk variables which are impacted by migration dynamics are also impacted by 
other processes. It is very difficult to quantify the “share” to which migration impacts 
the value of a certain variable (for the reason for this see also points 2.-4.). Again, this is 
illustrated by an example from the literature review, showing that the migration impact 
is only one factor influencing the risk variable.

40 Channel of Migration/Disaster Risk Interrelation No.2: Livelihood Elements (see p. 19).

41 Channel of Migration/Disaster Risk Interrelation No.3: Macro- and Micro-Scale Interlinkages Between 
Migration and Disaster Risk (see p. 19).
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Figure 8: Exemplary Migration Impact Showing Multicausality of Migration-Related 
Risk Implications

These observations result in the following implications for the further operationalization of 
migration:

1. It is not possible to reduce the interrelations between migration and disaster risk on a 
simple positive or negative (overall) impact, implying that measuring migration itself 
would have a clear implication on disaster risk42. 

2. One also cannot directly draw on the risk variables impacted by migration, as they 
may not be impacted solely and/or unambiguously by migration. While their inclusion 
does make sure that migration impacts are not completely neglected, they do not have 
much added value in operationalizing migration for disaster risk (at least when the 
goal is (as in this thesis) to enhance the understanding of the processes through which 
migration leads to increased or decreased disaster risk). 

3. By measuring migration impacts on disaster risk themselves, one can derive migra-
tion-based disaster risk implications. A special issue related to this approach is how 
to deal with the dynamism of the processes behind migration impacts and their out-
comes. If one only measures the processes itself, one can well account for trends in 
risk triggered by migration dynamics, but one however misses the current structural 
patterns that migration has shaped in communities. It is therefore important that both 
processes and outcomes of migration impacts are measured by indicators.

4. As migration-related risk implications need to account for the context-specific nature 
of migration, they need to be conceptualized in a way that they are sensitive to rele-
vant context-specific (system) characteristics.

5. Due to their complexity, the simplification and systematization of migration impacts 
on disaster risk should be done with special care. It is important that such a process 
is guided by a clear and transparent conceptual approach and that it is noted that 
there may not be a completely objective, “right” way to operationalize migration.  

42 This intermediate conclusion especially refers to the mobility-related indicators which are most often used 
in risk assessments hitherto, such as simple migration rates (see chapter 3.1).
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6. In order to deal with the actor-specific nature of migration impacts, one needs to clearly 
answer the question of whose disaster risk characteristics are of interest to the as-
sessment (Vulnerability/ Resilience/ Exposure of whom is going to be measured?). The 
conscious use of emigration, immigration, net-migration or total migration numbers in 
relation to context-specific characteristics (see 4.), when describing migration impacts 
allows to include actor-specific issues. 

An important related question is, how to deal with migrants as a special group within 
the larger communities they are living in. In this thesis, it is the goal to find indicators 
that allow statements concerning the overall disaster risk of communities. This means 
migrant-specific characteristics are accounted for by measuring these characteristics 
among the whole population (including natives), so that a general implication for the 
community as a whole can be derived43. 

In line with these preconsiderations, this thesis’ attempt to operationalize migration focuses 
on context-related and actor-sensitive migration impacts on disaster risk. These impacts have 
been derived in two steps:
First, in a deductive approach, guided by the conceptual framework presented in chapter 2.4, 
and starting from the conceptual channels of migration intervention and their thematic 
subcategories (if applicable), risk variables (and their sub variables if applicable) which are 
impacted by migration have been identified based on the literature review. 
In a second step, the migration impacts on these variables have been deciphered drawing on 
processes and migration-specific characteristics described in the literature review. If impacts 
are actor- and/or context-specific, this has been considered in the conceptualization of the 
impact.44 
If variables are interrelated or feedback loops exist, the related variables have been named in 
the migration impacts column (formatted in italics), referring back to all impacts related to it. 
That way, the main migration impacts which have been found in the literature review, could 
have been summarized in a comparatively simple table:

43 The alternative would be to design indicators that measure specific vulnerabilities or resilience factors of 
migrants only. Such a “migrant-risk-index” could then be incorporated into general risk assessments by 
weighting it with the percentage of the population that could be counted under the group “migrants”. 
As has been explained in chapter 2.3, such categorical thinking is however seen to be critical due to 
missing clear definitions of who should be counted as migrant and because it implies another level of 
simplification (assuming that all migrants are somehow homogeneous in their risk characteristics), which 
can be avoided by measuring the characteristics that are related to migration directly among the whole 
population. Additionally, such a “migrant-risk-index” approach would fail to measure migration impacts on 
other individuals in the community, for instance impacts on the families of migrants or on natives in the 
areas of destination.

44 For example, for the risk variable “Housing Conditions” the migration impact is not simply “Population 
Movement” because this would not allow to make a statement on how migration and (dangerous) housing 
conditions are interrelated. Instead the impact has been specified as “Net-Migration with Respect to Housing 
Available”, meaning that the actual impact which allows a conclusion on the risk variable materializes 
when the population change in a community, which can be attributed to migration (net-migration = actor-
specific result, as either emigration or immigration impacts prevail in the area when both compensate 
each other), leads to an undercapacity of the local housing market (context-specific characteristic), which 
can be interpreted as contributing to informal and often dangerous housing conditions by referring to the 
literature.
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Table 3: Synthesis of the Literature Review – Risk Variables and Migration Impacts Within the Conceptual Channels of Interrelation Between Migration and Disaster Risk
Note: The words in brackets (eg. “low”, “high”, “few”, etc.) indicate the interpretation of a risk variable’s value which is considered to be a sign of respectively higher disaster risk.
Conceptual
Channel

Conceptual 
Subcategory Risk-Related Variable Risk-Related Subvariable Migration Impacts

Translocality & 
Agency

Agency/ 
Empowerment (Low) General Access to Assets/ Livelihood Opportunities 

(Low) General Agency of People to Adapt/ Change Their Livelihoods and Livelihood Contexts/ 
Elements Ability to Migrate

(Low) General Access to Assets/ Livelihood Opportunities 

Impacts Related to Social Cohesion, Marginalization & Discrimination of Social Groups
Financial Remittance Usage for Productive Investments
Population Movement (Immigration) with Respect to Legal Status/ Human Rights
Impacts Related to Education

Translocality (Low) Diversity of Resources/ Livelihood Opportunities (Low) Ability to Draw on Resources/ Livelihood Strategies That Are Localized in Two or More SES 
That Differ in Their Structural Risk-Related Characteristics Implementation of Translocal Livelihood Strategies & Translocality of Livelihood Asset Portfolios

Livelihood 
Elements

Human Assets

(Low) Health Status

(Low) Physical Health Status Disease Spreading Due to Population Movement
(Low) Physical Health Status: (High Prevalence of) Informal/ Dangerous Working Conditions Population Movement (Immigration) with Respect to Legal Status/Human Rights
(Low) Mental Health Status Separation of Families Due to Translocal Livelihood Strategies
(Low) Health Insurance Coverage Financial Remittance Usage for Health Insurance

(Low Level of) Education/ Skills (Low Level of) Education/ Skills

Financial Remittance Usage for Education
Population Movement (Immigration) with Respect to Legal Status/Human Rights
Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer Impact on Knowledge and Skills
Impacts Related to Language Homogeneity & Proficiency of Local (Warning) Languages

(Low) Local Knowledge

(Low) Language Homogeneity & Proficiency of Local (Warning) Languages Population Movement (Immigration) between Areas with Different Languages/ with Respect to Language Proficiency

(Low) Institutional Information
Impacts Related to Local Social Contacts
Impacts Related to Language Homogeneity & Proficiency of Local (Warning) Languages

(Low) Risk Experience Spatial Population Movement (Immigration) Related to Hazard Patterns in Areas of Origin of Migrants 

Natural Assets (Low) Access to Natural Resources (Actually Sub-Type of 
General Access to Assets) (Low) Access to Natural Resources (Actually Sub-Type of General Access to Assets)

Ability to Migrate
Impacts Related to Environmental Degradation 
Financial Remittance Usage for Natural Assets

Physical Assets (Unsafe) Housing Conditions (Unsafe) Housing Conditions
Population Movement (Immigration) with Respect to Legal Status/Human Rights
Financial Remittance Usage for Safe(r) Housing
Impacts Related to Housing Market

Financial Assets
(Low) Income Security

(Few) Savings Financial Remittance Usage for Savings
(Low) Income Diversity Translocality of Livelihood Asset Portfolios

(High) Financial Obligations Obligation to Support Household Members Living at a Different Place (Both ways: Send Financial Remittances/ Support Migrants in Initial 
State)

(Low) Job Security/ (High) Risk of Unemployment
Population Movement (Immigration) with Respect to Legal Status/Human Rights
Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Labor Force and Local Labor Demand (“Labor Pressure”) 

(Low Coverage of) Financial Insurance Financial Remittances Usage for Financial Insurance
(Low) Income/ Wage Level (Low) Income/ Wage Level Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Labor Force and Local Labor Demand (“Labor Pressure”) 

Social Assets
(Few) Local Social Contacts (Few) Local Social Contacts Impacts Related to Social Cohesion, Marginalization & Discrimination of Social Groups
(Few) Translocal Social Contacts (Few) Translocal Social Contacts Sustainment of Social Contacts During Migration Impacts
(Low) Trust in Local Authorities (Low) Trust in Local Authorities Population Movement (Immigration) with Respect to Legal Status/Human Rights

Dynamic 
Pressures and 
Impacts

Dynamic 
Pressures and 
Impacts

(High) Exposure
Spatial Change in Population & Asset Distribution Spatial Population Movement (Net-Migration) Related to Local Hazard Patterns 
Temporal Change in Population & Asset Distribution Temporal Population Movement (Net-Migration) Related to Local Hazard Patterns

(High Prevalence of) Environmental Degradation

(High) Resource Pressure with Respect to Resource Capacity
Financial Remittance Usage for Unsustainable/ Sustainable Change of Consumption Patterns 
Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Resource Capacity

Unsustainable Land Use Patterns
Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer Impact on Unsustainable/ Sustainable Land Use Change
Financial Remittances Usage for More/Less Sustainable Land Use Change

Abandonment of Fragile Socio-Natural Landscapes (FSNL) Population Movement (Emigration) with Respect to People Working at and Needed for Maintaining FSNL

(Low) Capacity to Self-/ Reorganize & Economic Productivity

(Low) Supply of Labor
Movement of Work Force (Net-Migration) 
Financial Remittances Usage for Hiring of Labor

(Few) Productive Investments Financial Remittance Usage for Productive Investments

(Low) Innovative Potential
Impacts Related to Availability of Skilled Labor
Migration-Based Knowledge & Experience Transfer as Potential Source of Ideas/ Innovation
Impacts Related to Education

(Low) Social Cohesion, (High Degree of) Marginalization & 
Discrimination of Social Groups

(Low) Gender Equity Migration-Based Socio-Cultural Exchange Impact on Gender Equity
(High Prevalence of) Xenophobia Migration-Based Socio-Cultural Exchange Impact on Xenophobia

(Low) Socio-Cultural Homogeneity Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Ethnicity/ Religious Characteristics (or Other Socio-Cultural Characteristics Which 
Might Be Stigmatized/ Discriminated in the Community of Interest)

Demographic Change (Increased Share of Population Groups 
with specific Vulnerabilities)

Gender Balance (More Women than Men) Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Gender
Age Structure (More Children and Elderly than Middle-Aged) Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Age

(Low) Institutional/ Community Functionality
(Low) Availability of Skilled Labor

Impacts Related to Education
Financial Remittances Usage for Hiring of Skilled Labor
Movement of Skilled Labor Force (Net-Migration)

(High) Institutional Pressure with Respect to Institutional Capacity Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Institutional Capacity
(Dysfunctionality of the) Housing Market Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Housing Available
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When looking at the migration impacts which have been found, it appears that there generally 
are five main themes of migration impacts on disaster risk. The following list summarizes all 
unique impacts, grouping them in these five main thematic areas:

Box 4: Unique Migration Impacts Summary – Thematic Categorization

I. Population Movement/ Population Change
1. Population Movement (Immigration) Between Areas with Different Languages/ with Respect to Language 

Proficiency
2. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Labor Force and Local Labor Demand  

("Labor Pressure") 
3. Population Movement (Emigration) with Respect to People Working at and Needed for Maintaining FSNL
4. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Gender
5. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Age
6. Movement of Skilled Labor Force (Net-Migration)
7. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Institutional Capacity (for Institutional Functionality 

Specifically in Health & Disaster Risk Management Services)
8. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Housing Available
9. Movement of Work Force (Net-Migration) 
10. Spatial Population Movement (Immigration) Related to Hazard Patterns in Areas of Origin of Migrants 
11. Spatial Population Movement (Net-Migration) Related to Local Hazard Patterns
12. Temporal Population Movement (Net-Migration) Related to Local Hazard Patterns
13. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Resource Capacity
14. Population Movement (Immigration) with Respect to Legal Status/Human Rights
15. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Ethnicity/ Religious Characteristics (or Other Socio-

Cultural Characteristics) Which Might be Stigmatized/ Discriminated in the Community of Interest
16. Disease Spreading Due to Population Movement (Total Migration Volume)

II. Usage of Financial Remittances
17. Financial Remittance Usage for Productive Investments
18. Financial Remittance Usage for Health Insurance
19. Financial Remittance Usage for Education
20. Financial Remittance Usage for Natural Assets 
21. Financial Remittance Usage for Safe(r) Housing
22. Financial Remittance Usage for Financial Insurance
23. Financial Remittance Usage for Savings
24. Financial Remittance Usage for Unsustainable/ Sustainable Change of Consumption Patterns 
25. Financial Remittances Usage for More/Less Sustainable Land Use Change
26. Financial Remittances Usage for Hiring of (Skilled)Labor

III. Socio-Cultural Processes
27. Sustainment of Social Contacts During Migration Processes
28. Separation of Families Due to Translocal Livelihood Strategies
29. Migration-Based Socio-Cultural Exchange Impact on Gender Equity
30. Migration-Based Socio-Cultural Exchange Impact on Xenophobia

IV. Diversity of Livelihood Assets and Strategies/ Agency
31. Implementation of Translocal Livelihood Strategies & Translocality of Livelihood Asset Portfolios 
32. Ability to Migrate
33. Obligation to Support Household Members Living at a Different Place (Both Ways: Send Financial 

Remittances/ Support Migrants in Initial State)

V. Knowledge/Experience Transfer
34. Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer Impact on Knowledge and Skills
35. Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer as Potential Source of Ideas/ Innovation
36. Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer Impact on Unsustainable/ Sustainable Land Use Change
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This thematic classification is in line with the common perception within the “Migration as 
Adaption” discourse that migration mainly influences risk by the movement of people, the 
diversification of livelihood asset portfolios and the transfer of financial remittances, ideas 
(including cultural ideologies), and technology (Sterly et al. 2016, p. 61 & p. 63).

3.4. Migration-Based Indicators for Disaster Risk Indices – A Systematic Discussion

Based on the migration impacts which have been found, and their implications for specific risk 
variables, in the following preliminary indicators are developed. Afterwards, they are evaluated 
drawing on the criteria for indicator selection which have been described in chapter 2.1.

3.4.1. Preliminary Indicators

Before a preliminary list of indicators can be developed, an already mentioned, general 
issue needs to be discussed in more detail: Methodologically, indicators can either describe 
processes and dynamics (in the following “process indicators”) or states and process-outcomes 
(in the following “state indicators”). Indicator sets which are meant to capture dynamics such 
as vulnerability and migration, should ideally incorporate both kinds of indicators (Adger et al. 
2004, p. 21; Lonergan et al. 1999, p. 404). 
For the operationalization of migration this means that both the process characteristics and the 
outcomes of identified migration impacts should be considered in the indicator development. 
It is important to note here that the outcome of a migration impact is not necessarily the same 
as the related risk variable which is ultimately impacted by migration. The migration impact 
no. 14 “Population Movement (Immigration) with respect to Legal Status/Human Rights” can 
illustrate this as an example. 
The process indicator quantifies the trend inherent in the migration impact, for this example 
this is: 

Process Indicator
Inflow of irregular/undocumented migrants relative to total community population

The state indicator measures the direct outcome of this process as a condition, namely the:
State Indicator

Percentage of community population with irregular status

And the risk variables influenced by this migration impact are (see table 3):
Risk Variables

•	 General Access to Assets/ Livelihood Opportunities,

•	 Education/ Skills (Interrelated with Innovative Potential & Availability of Skilled Labor),

•	 Trust in Local Authorities,

•	 Housing Conditions,

•	 Job Security/ Risk of Unemployment,

•	 Prevalence of Informal/ Dangerous Working Conditions (Interrelated with Physical Health Status).

RQ 4.2:   How can migration-related risk indicators be theoretically and conceptually incorporated, and 
practically applied in risk indices?
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It is however also possible that the migration outcome has a direct implication on disaster risk, 
so that the state indicator is at the same time the quantification of the risk variable. This fact 
already reveals an important problem with state indicators: While they can describe the as-is 
risk profile of a community, they only explicitly describe migration-related disaster risk patterns 
in cases where a migration impact is the most essential dynamic that is unambiguously 
impacting the value of the indicator. State indicators cannot be attributed to migration in more 
complex cases where the migration impact is not absolutely certain in its direction and/or 
strength, because they face the same problems in displaying the complexity inherent to 
migration impacts as risk variables45. 
Process indicators describing the specific influence of migration on risk related trends can, 
in contrast, capture the dynamic nature of migration and its multidimensional impacts on 
disaster risk. This applies even to complex cases, because process indicators measure the 
strength and direction of the migration impact itself. They however have the drawback that 
they are always bound to the time frame in which the process is measured and therefore can 
only assess trends. Unlike state indicators, they thus cannot provide insights in the current, 
overall disaster risk profile of a community. 
Accordingly, a mix of state- and process-variables which finds the best-suitable indicator for 
each individual migration impact and which captures both the dynamic nature of migration 
and disaster risk, and the current, materialized disaster risk that can be attributed to migration, 
is targeted in the following indicator development. 
Therefore, in the next step, for each of the above 36 unique migration impacts 

1. a preliminary process indicator, measuring the migration impact itself, and 

2. a preliminary state indicator, capturing the outcome of the migration impact,

is proposed.   
Only after the subsequent indicator evaluation concerning conceptual and empirical validity 
and the relevance of migration for the indicator values, an informed decision can be made, 
whether it is possible to measure the impact at consideration with a state indicator or if a 
process indicator is needed to capture the complex dynamics behind a migration impact. The 
following table lists state and process indicators which could describe the respective migration 
impacts on the risk variables46:

45 See also the interim conclusion no. 2 in chapter 3.3.

46 These suggestions are based on the authors understanding of the respective impacts and causal complexes, 
which is grounded in the previous conceptual, theoretical and literature-based work on the topic. 
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Table 4: Preliminary Process and State Indicators for Migration Impacts 
No Migration Impacts

Preliminary Indicators
Process-Indicator State Indicator

 Population Movement   

1. Population Movement (Immigration) between Areas with 
Different Languages/ with Respect to Language Proficiency

Inflow of People Who Do Not Speak The Primary 
Language(s)/Common Warning Languages in an 
Area/Total Population

Percentage of Community Population Who Is 
Not Able to Speak Primary Languages/ Common 
Warning Languages

2. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Labor 
Force and Local Labor Demand (“Labor Pressure”) 

Net-Migration with Respect to Labor Force/ Local 
Labor Pressure Labor Pressure

3. Population Movement (Emigration) with Respect to People 
Working at and Needed for Maintaining FSNL

Population-Outflow of People Working to Maintain 
FSNL per People Needed for Maintaining FSNL Condition of FSNL

4. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Gender Net-Migration of Men Gender Balance
5. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Age Net-migration of Mid-Aged Age Structure

6. Movement of Skilled Labor Force 
Net-Migration of Skilled Labor Force (e.g. in Health/
DRM Professions) per Respective Local Labor 
Market

Labor Pressure in Skilled Labor Market

7.
Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to 
Institutional Capacity (for Institutional Functionality Specifically 
in Health & Disaster Risk Management Services)

Net-Migration per Institutional Capacity (of Skilled 
Labor Force in Health/DRM Professions) Institutional Pressure

8. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Housing 
Available Net-Migration per Housing Market Capacity Housing Market Functionality

9. Movement of Work Force (Net-Migration) Absolute Net-Migration with Respect to Labor Force Absolute Availability of Labor Force

10. Spatial Population Movement (Immigration) Related to Hazard 
Patterns in Areas of Origin of Migrants

Immigration with Respect to Spatial Hazard Patterns 
in Areas of Origin Risk Experience Among Community Population

11. Spatial Population Movement (Net-Migration/ Immigration) 
Related to Local Hazard Patterns

Net-Migration with Respect to Local Spatial Hazard 
Patterns Spatial Exposure

12. Temporal Population Movement (Net-Migration) Related to 
Local Hazard Patterns

Net-Migration with Respect to Local Temporal 
Hazard Patterns Temporal Exposure

13. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Resource 
Capacity Net-Migration with Respect to Resource Capacity Resource Pressure

14. Population Movement (Immigration) with Respect to Legal 
Status/Human Rights

Inflow of Irregular/Undocumented Migrants 
Relative to Total Community Population

Percentage of Community Population with 
Irregular Status

15.

Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to 
Ethnicity/ Religious Characteristics (or Other Socio-Cultural 
Characteristics) Which Might Be Stigmatized/ Discriminated in 
the Community of Interest

Net-Migration of Population with a Specific Socio-
Cultural Characteristic Which Makes People Prone 
to Marginalization in the Community of Interest

Percentage of Community Population Belonging 
to Discriminated/Marginalized Minority Groups.

16. Disease Spreading Due to Population Movement (Total 
Migration Volume)

Total Migration Volume with Respect to the 
Potential Transmission of Diseases (Infection Status 
of Migrants)

Percentage of Community Population Infected 
with Diseases

 Usage of Financial Remittances

17. Financial Remittance Usage for Productive Investments Inflow of Remittances Used for Productive 
Investments

Amount of Expenditures for Productive 
Investments

18. Financial Remittance Usage for Health Insurance Inflow of Remittances Used for Health Insurance Amount of Expenditures for Health Insurance
19. Financial Remittance Usage for Education Inflow of Remittances Used for Education Amount of Expenditures for Education
20. Financial Remittance Usage for Natural Assets Inflow of Remittances Used for Natural Assets Amount of Expenditures for Natural Assets

21. Financial Remittance Usage for Safe(r) Housing Inflow of Remittances Used for Improvement of 
Housing Conditions

Amount of Expenditures for Improvement of 
Housing Conditions

22. Financial Remittance Usage for Financial Insurance Inflow of Remittances Used for Financial Insurance Amount of Expenditures for Financial Insurance
23. Financial Remittance Usage for Savings Inflow of Remittances Used for Savings Amount of Expenditures for Savings

24. Financial Remittance Usage for Unsustainable/ Sustainable 
Change of Consumption Patterns 

Inflow of Remittances Used for Consumption by 
Impact on Sustainability of Consumption Patterns Sustainability of Consumption Patterns

25. Financial Remittances Usage for More/Less Sustainable Land 
Use Change

Inflow of Remittances Used for Land Use Change by 
Impact on Sustainability of Land Use Change Sustainability of Land Use

26. Financial Remittances Usage for Hiring of (Skilled) Labor Inflow of Remittances Used for Hiring Skilled Labor Availability of Skilled Labor

 Socio-Cultural Processes

27. Sustainment of Social Contacts During Migration Processes Mean Sustainment of Social Contacts During 
Migration Processes in Community

Mean Number of Translocal Contacts Among 
Community Population

28. Separation of Families Due to Translocal Livelihood Strategies
Relative Number of Incidents of Family Separation 
During Migration Processes in Community with 
Respect to Expected Impact on Mental Health

Percentage of Families Spatially Separated in 
Community

29. Migration-Based Socio-Cultural Exchange Impact on Gender 
Equity

Prevalence and Direction Migration-Based Socio-
Cultural Exchange Impact on Gender Equity Degree of Gender Equity in Community

30. Migration-Based Socio-Cultural Exchange Impact on Xenophobia Prevalence and Direction of Migration-Based Socio-
Cultural Exchange Impact on Xenophobia Prevalence of Xenophobia in Community

 Diversity of Livelihood Assets and Strategies/ Agency

31. Implementation of Translocal Livelihood Strategies & 
Translocality of Livelihood Asset Portfolios

Rate of Migration Resulting in the Diversification of 
Livelihood Strategies and Assets Across Locales

Mean Degree of Translocality Among Livelihood 
Strategies and Assets in Community

32. Ability to Migrate Percentage of Population Who Is Able to Migrate / (not applicable: see p. 51)

33.
Obligation to Support Household Members Living at a Different 
Place (Both ways: Send Financial Remittances/ Support Migrants 
in Initial State)

Outflow of Financial Remittances

Outflow of Financial Support for Migrants Abroad

Mean Percentage of Income Which Has to Be 
Used to Support Other Household Member(s)

 Knowledge/Experience Transfer

34. Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer Impact on 
Knowledge and Skills

Total Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience 
Transfer That Increases Knowledge and Skills Knowledge and Skill Level of the Population

35. Migration-Based Knowledge & Experience Transfer as Potential 
Source of Ideas/ Innovation

Total Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience 
Transfer with Respect to Its Impact on Local 
Innovative Potential

Innovative Potential of Community

36. Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer Impact on 
Unsustainable/ Sustainable Land Use Change

Total Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience 
Transfer with Respect to Impact on Sustainability of 
Local Land Use Change

Sustainability of Land Use
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3.4.2. Conceptual and Empirical Validity
As a central step of the indicator development, the list of unique migration impacts, which the 
preliminary indicators are based on, must be evaluated with respect to the impacts’ conceptual 
and empirical validity. 
Conceptual invalidity is evident, when the hypotheses on the emigration and/or immigration 
impacts of migration on the risk variable are ambiguous or when the risk variable’s implication 
for disaster risk (in the following “risk implication”) is unclear. This can be 

1. due to opposing hypotheses on the migration impact/ risk implication, or

2. because one migration impact influences more than one risk variable in a conflicting 
way, meaning that the migration impact on one variable increases disaster risk and the 
same migration impact on another variable decreases disaster risk.

The empirical validity comes into play when an impact is conceptually clear in the literature, 
but studies found a differing empirical relationship between the migration impact and the risk 
variable. This is a clear hint that the risk variable is strongly influenced by other non-migration 
related or not yet understood factors, which are more important for the risk variable’s eventual 
value. Such impacts clearly need to be further researched and understood before they can be 
of value for risk assessments.
In all the afore mentioned cases of invalidity the migration impact can neither be measured by 
a process nor a state variable, because the migration impact itself is unclear.

Meanwhile, an impact can still be conceptually valid if it has opposing effects on an emigration 
and on an immigration area, which potentially compensate for each other. These impacts can 
only be measured with a process indicator which is sensitive to this actor- and place-specific 
result. Nonetheless, the impact within the respective emigration or immigration area has to be 
unambiguous, otherwise the impact is conceptually unclear due to opposing migration impact 
hypotheses.
For process indicators, conceptual validity is also given, when several different migration 
impacts influence the same risk variable – even if these impacts are (in parts) contradictory, 
because each process can be captured individually. If indicators subsequently should be 
incorporated in aggregated, composite indices, the interlinkages of impacts must however be 
considered in the design of an agglomeration and weighting process. State indicators on the 
other hand, are not suitable for such complex indicator networks, because they do not capture 
information on the strength and direction of the underlying processes.

To assess the conceptual and empirical validity of the migration impacts derived from the 
literature review for each unique impact, hypotheses on the emigration and/or immigration 
impacts and risk implications have been retrieved from the literature. It has then been noted 
if these hypotheses or (if available) empirical findings in the literature are conflicting in any of 
the above-mentioned ways. The results are summarized in the following table 5. The full table, 
including all hypotheses and references to the literature, has been added to the annex (see annex 
iii.) of this work, because it is too large and detailed to be added to the main text body of the thesis. 
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Table 5: Conceptual and Empirical Clarity of Migration Impacts

Migration Impacts
Conceptual/ Empirical Clarity: 
Is it clear if this migration impact intensifies/alleviates the risk variable(s) and how this 
impacts disaster risk overall?

 Population Movement  

1. Population Movement (Immigration) between Areas with Different 
Languages/ with Respect to Language Proficiency Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas).

2. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Labor Force and Local 
Labor Demand (“Labor Pressure”) Conceptually clear but empirically ambiguous.

3. Population Movement (Emigration) with Respect to People Working at and 
Needed for Maintaining FSNL

Though most research suggests that disaster risk is increased in emigration areas, the effect 
on immigration areas is conceptually not very clear. The literature handles this impact rather 
theoretical/ descriptive and not much empirical research seems to be available.

4. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Gender

The migration impact on the risk variable is conceptually clear, though it seems to be highly 
context-specific. The risk implication of the risk variable is conceptually unclear (doubtable 
risk hypothesis). It is considered to be more accurate to operationalize gender as a socio-
demographic characteristic which can lead to marginalization and discrimination, depending 
on the role of women and other socio-cultural patterns of the community (see impact no. 15 
below in this table).

5. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Age Conceptually clear (potentially decreasing disaster risk in immigration areas and increasing 
disaster risk in emigration areas).

6. Movement of Skilled Labor Force (Net-Migration) Conceptually clear (potentially decreasing disaster risk in immigration areas and increasing 
disaster risk in emigration areas).

7. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Institutional Capacity 
(Especially in Health and DRM)

Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and decreasing 
disaster risk in emigration areas).

8. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Housing Available Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and decreasing 
disaster risk in emigration areas).

9. Movement of Work Force (Net-Migration) Conceptually clear but empirically ambiguous.

10. Spatial Population Movement (Immigration) Related to Hazard Patterns in 
Areas of Origin of Migrants Risk implication is conceptually unclear.

11. Spatial Population Movement (Net-Migration/ Immigration) Related to Local 
Hazard Patterns

Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and decreasing 
disaster risk in emigration areas).

12. Temporal Population Movement (Net-Migration) Related to Hazard Patterns Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and decreasing 
disaster risk in emigration areas). However, empirically not very well researched.

13. Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Resource Capacity Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and decreasing 
disaster risk in emigration areas).

14. Population Movement (Immigration) with respect to Legal Status/Human 
Rights Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas).

15.
Population Movement (Net-Migration) with Respect to Ethnicity/ Religious 
Characteristics (or Other Socio-Cultural Characteristics Which Might Be 
Stigmatized/ Discriminated in the Community of Interest)

Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas) - but has to be 
assessed carefully within each context, especially in emigration areas (unclear impact on 
emigration areas).

16. Disease Spreading Due to Population Movement (Total Migration Volume) Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and emigration 
areas). However, empirically not very well researched.

 Usage of Financial Remittances  

17. Financial Remittance Usage for Productive Investments 

The impact of remittance usage for this purpose is conceptually clear (decreasing disaster 
risk in emigration area), however it is only comparable when it is normalized by the overall 
amount of remittances. Such a normalization makes it conceptually unclear, because it 
then has to be interpreted as a relative usage in direct comparison with other purposes 
remittances can be used for, which is not possible on a general level. 

18. Financial Remittance Usage for Health Insurance Same as no. 17. 

19. Financial Remittance Usage for Education Same as no. 17.

20. Financial Remittance Usage for Natural Assets (Subtheme of Translocality of 
Livelihood Asset Portfolios (Impact no. 31)) Same as no. 17.

21. Financial Remittance Usage for Safe(r) Housing Same as no. 17.

22. Financial Remittance Usage for Financial Insurance Same as no. 17.

23. Financial Remittance Usage for Savings Same as no. 17.

24. Financial Remittance Usage for Unsustainable/ Sustainable Change of 
Consumption Patterns Unclear migration impact, can go either way.

25. Financial Remittances Usage for More/Less Sustainable Land Use Change Unclear migration impact, can go either way.

26. Financial Remittances Usage for Hiring of (Skilled) Labor Same as no. 17.

 Socio-Cultural Processes  

27. Sustainment of Social Contacts During Migration Processes Conceptually clear (potentially decreasing disaster risk in immigration areas and emigration 
areas).

28. Separation of Families Due to Translocal Livelihood Strategies Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and emigration 
areas). However, health impacts from family separation probably are very individual. 

29. Migration-Based Socio-Cultural Exchange Impact on Gender Equity Unclear migration impact, can go either way

30. Migration-Based Socio-Cultural Exchange Impact on Xenophobia Unclear migration impact, can go either way

 Diversity of Livelihood Assets and Strategies/ Agency  

31. Implementation of Translocal Livelihood Strategies & Translocality of 
Livelihood Asset Portfolios

Conceptually clear (potentially decreasing disaster risk in immigration areas and emigration 
areas).

32. Ability to Migrate Conceptually clear (potentially decreasing disaster risk in immigration areas and emigration 
areas).

33. Obligation to Support Household Members Living at a Different Place (Both 
Ways: Send Financial Remittances/ Support Migrants in Initial State)

Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and emigration 
areas).

 Knowledge/Experience Transfer  

34. Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer Impact on Knowledge 
and Skills

Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and emigration 
areas).

35. Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer as Potential Source of 
Ideas/ Innovation

Conceptually clear (potentially increasing disaster risk in immigration areas and emigration 
areas). But very broad and fuzzy concept.

36. Migration-Based Knowledge and Experience Transfer Impact on 
Unsustainable/ Sustainable Land Use Change

Unclear migration impact, can go either way. Can also be seen as a subcategory of impact 
no. 35.
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As a result of the conceptual and empirical validation, the migration impacts no. 4 and no. 10 
have shown to be based on contradictory hypotheses on the risk variable’s implication and 
can therefore not be operationalized as risk indicators. Empirically unclear in the literature are 
impacts no. 2 and no. 9. Also, empirically quite thin appeared impacts no. 3, no. 12 and no. 
16. These impacts should therefore be further investigated and researched before they can be 
operationalized.
Concerning the migration impact hypotheses, impacts no. 4, no. 24, no. 25, no. 29, no. 30 and 
no. 36 have shown unclear migration impacts on the risk variables and therefore need to be 
carefully operationalized with context-sensitive process indicators. 
All impacts related to the usage of financial remittances (no. 17 - 26) represent a special case, 
because these impacts are conceptually unclear in the interpretation of their impact on the 
overall community disaster risk (comparison of remittance expenditures per purpose (per 
total remittance volume)) and therefore cannot be operationalized on a general level in this 
thesis47. 
Opposing effects on immigration and emigration areas showed impacts no. 2, no. 5, no. 6, 
no. 7, no. 8, no. 9, no. 11, no. 12, no. 13, no. 15, which is why these impacts can only be 
operationalized through process indicators.
Furthermore, the impacts no. 16, no. 34 and no. 35 can only be operationalized through 
process- and not through state indicators, because the migration outcomes that these are 
based on, can be impacted by more than one migration impact in a contradictory way. 
Another special case represents impact no. 32, because this migration impact is a state in itself 
(“Ability to Migrate”), which is why it can only be operationalized through a state variable.

3.4.3. Sensitivity of Indicators for Migration Impacts

As it is the goal of this thesis to specifically operationalize migration for disaster risk assessments, 
it should be assured that indicators not only are appropriate to measure disaster risk, but also, 
that they represent those dynamics and patterns of disaster risk which are clearly related to 

47 Remittances are a simple input factor, whose implication on disaster risk (outcome) is dependent on 
the individual investment decisions of each household. One therefore cannot take the total inflow of 
remittances as a direct indicator for increased or decreased disaster risk. Thus, a possible impact has to 
be specific in the purpose remittances are used for, in order to have a clear implication on a risk variable.
However, the overall amount of remittances is important when interpreting such purpose-related 
remittance volumes, as only through this relation one can compare different amounts of remittances spend 
for specific purposes and draw conclusions on the strength of the impact of remittances on the specific 
risk variable. One would therefore additionally need to normalize such numbers on remittances used for a 
specific purpose by the overall amount of remittances. Here however arises a second conceptual problem: 
To interpret a relative share of remittance expenditures by purpose, one would need to disentangle first, 
which remittance investments are better than others with respect to alleviating disaster risk. This is due to 
the fact that shares of remittance usages are relative to each other - meaning that a higher share of usage 
for one purpose implies that the money was not used for another purpose. Such a ranking however often 
is very individual, and it can also be the “best” choice to invest in more than one purpose at the same time.
So, overall the impact of remittances on disaster risk is very difficult to operationalize and not conceptually 
clear on a general level.
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migration. This attribution is of course not always clear. 
The developed process indicators naturally measure the strength and direction of migration 
impacts on disaster risk: If a process indicator, for instance, measures the inflow of people 
with a lack of specific language skills, it measures exclusively the impact that migration can 
potentially have on disaster risk, by increasing the percentage of people in a community who 
do not understand the language disaster warnings are issued in. If migration triggers little or 
no inflow of people with these characteristics, the process indicator would return a small value 
and would therefore indicate that migration likely does not increase disaster risk through this 
specific process in the area of interest. 
Taking the percentage of people who cannot understand a specific language as a state indicator 
itself, does however not necessarily describe migration impacts. It is well thinkable that in a 
specific community migration is prevalent, but that it, for instance, only brings in people who 
speak the same language which is a common warning language in the community. Migration 
thus would be rather irrelevant for the percentage of the community population who cannot 
understand the language which warnings are issued in. Other dynamics such as, for example, 
historically grown social subgroups with own languages, might be a much more important 
factor determining the value of the state indicator in this case. Though the state indicator 
might still be a valuable measure for the overall risk profile of the community, it does not 
necessarily operationalize migration impacts on disaster risk in this scenario. 
One might conclude from this that migration impacts can only clearly be accounted for by 
process indicators. However, state variables have the strong advantage that they are capable 
of measuring current risk profiles, as opposed to process indicators, which can solely measure 
risk trends. Such current risk profiles are often most needed for actual policy decisions. It 
therefore is an interesting question, if at least some of the developed state indicators are 
clearly constituted by migration dynamics, and thus allow for an assessment of the current risk 
profile through migration-based state indicators. It is important to note that the question here 
is not how relevant migration in general or a certain variable is for the overall disaster risk of a 
community, but how relevant migration is for the overall value of a specific variable.

Due to the complexity and, first and foremost, context-specificity of such a question, it 
cannot be answered completely objective. Of course, empirical studies could provide a good 
impression of the importance of certain migration impacts in specific contexts. These studies 
might also be the best approach for a detailed quantification of migration in small-scale risk 
assessments that aim for high accuracy and have a low demand for comparability. However, 
this thesis aims more for a general operationalization of migration, providing a conceptual and 
theoretical basis and a first systematical guidance for such possible future studies. Therefore, 
the relevance of migration impacts for each state variable has been estimated by experts from 
academia and organizations working on migration-related issues. This method allows for a 
general insight in the practices of migration research and governance and gives an impression 
on which indicators are regarded to reflect migration dynamics most accurately. 
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Experts have been selected according to their research interests and expertise. Ideally, 
researchers with a high expertise in migration research/policy and clear contact points to disaster 
risk related research/policies have been asked to fill in the prepared survey (see annex iv.). 
The selected experts have mainly been identified by drawing on the contact networks of the 
TransRe (Translocal Resilience) research project, which has a thematic focus on migration and 
resilience and thus was a good starting point to contact researchers in these fields. Additionally, 
authors of influential papers on migration and disaster risk topics have been addressed as well, 
so that opinions independent from the TransRe research network were covered, too. 
Drawbacks of this approach clearly are that the relatively subjective selection of experts and 
the small number of interviewees (10 experts eventually took part in the survey) might not 
result in a complete picture and a profound representation of all existing different views on 
the relevance of migration for disaster risk variables. However, as the expert interviews play a 
more supplementary role for the overall indicator development in this thesis, neither a large 
number nor a representative selection of interviewees was regarded to be constructive in 
this case. Instead, an illustration of the perceived relevance of migration for certain disaster 
risk variables by specific experts with a strong expertise on these topics has consciously 
been targeted. The analysis of this basic notion is then only a reference point for the further 
discussion of potential indicators. 
The survey has been based on quantitative questions, which were selected to enable a 
meaningful comparison and summary of several expert opinions. These questions have 
been combined with an open comment field, which was used by many experts to add more 
qualitative information or thoughts. This way, misunderstandings concerning the questioning 
could be identified and further discussed. Furthermore, the comments provided additional 
valuable information to understand the relevance of migration for the variables. 
The following bar chart (Figure 9) shows the mean estimation of the relevance of migration 
for each of the preselected48 

 state variables:

48 To limit the effort for the experts to a minimum, the survey has been focused on those migration impacts 
which have been found to be conceptually and empirically valid in the first evaluation stage.
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Labor pressure in Skilled labor market 
(Labor Demand/ Labor Supply) 

(e.g. Health Professionals/ Disaster Risk Managers)

Institutional Pressure 
(Demographic Pressure/ Institutional Capacity)
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Spatial Exposure

Resource Pressure 
(Resource Demand/ Resource Capacity)

Percentage of community population with 
irregular status

Percentage of community population belonging to 
discriminated/marginalized minority groups

Percentage of families spatially separated in 
community

Degree of gender equity in community

Prevalence of xenophobia in community

Mean number of translocal contacts among 
community population

Degree of translocality among (= spatial diversity 
of) livelihood strategies and assets in community

Mean percentage of income which has to be used 
to support other household member(s)

Knowledge and skill level of the population

Innovative potential of community

Sustainability of land use

Figure 9: Expert Opinion on the Relevance of Migration for Certain Variables

Figure based on 10 expert interviews. Lower horizontal axis refers to answer scheme in the expert survey (see annex iv.).
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According to the mean expert estimation, the variables which are to the largest share 
constituted by migration dynamics are:

- the age structure of a community,

- the percentage of families separated in a community,

- the mean number of translocal contacts among a community population, and

- the degree of translocality among livelihood strategies and assets in a community.

Followingly, these variables, together with the ability to migrate, which is a migration impact 
that can only be described through a state variable (because it is a state and not a process in 
itself), would be most adequate to reflect migration impacts on disaster risk patterns through 
state indicators. They therefore are listed in table 6 below, along with the process indicators 
which have shown to be conceptually and empirically valid so far. However, it should be noted 
that the relevance of migration dynamics for the overall value of these variables in general has 
not been estimated to be very high. It is therefore likely that other factors are at play, which 
would then question whether the proposed state variables can be considered to directly reflect 
migration impacts on disaster risk at all. 

When reflecting on the results of the expert interviews, a few more issues come up. 
It has been expected that in most cases experts can think of many factors other than migration 
dynamics that influence the respective variables. This expectation generally was met in the 
answers, supporting the proposition of this thesis that most migration impacts can only be 
measured directly through process indicators. In line with this, almost all experts commented 
that the relevance of migration for the value of specific variables is very much depending on 
the context.
Methodological feedback by the experts has shown that especially thinking of the influence 
of both emigration and immigration dynamics at a time was a major difficulty of the survey, as 
migration impacts can be conflicting depending on their direction. However, for the question 
underlying the survey – namely which state indicators might be capable of measuring migration 
impacts directly in current patterns evident in a community – it is not important in what way 
specific types of migration influence these variables, but whether the value of a variable is 
essentially constituted by (any) migration dynamic or if other factors are equally or more 
important. 
Apparently, there have been some difficulties in conveying this approach, as it seems that some 
experts rather thought of the question how likely it is that any individual migration pathway 
impacts a specific variable. This would explain that e.g. variables such as the “Percentage 
of a community population with an irregular status” have been estimated to be not much 
impacted by migration, as there exist many forms of migration (e.g. emigration or documented 
migration) that have no impact on this variable. 
If one however estimates whether this variable is mostly influenced by migration or by other 
factors it actually has been expected that experts estimate migration to be an essential driver 
of this variable. This original expectation was supported by one of the expert’s comments:  
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“I have the impression non-migration scenarios in which some population groups lack 
citizenship really are an exception”. Of course, citizenship is a political concept and thus the 
definition of a person who is granted the permission to stay, initially constitutes the percentage 
of a community population with an irregular status. However, if one assumes that in a given 
place there is some political concept establishing a specific group of the population who is not 
granted citizenship, the assumption that these people have a migration-related background 
seems likely. Thus, migration might be, at least in the author’s and some of the experts’ views, 
the most essential dynamic defining and altering this variable. It is important to note here 
that this does not mean that from the percentage of a community population which has no 
citizenship, one could draw any conclusions on the strength or direction of migration dynamics 
– and this is not the aim either. Rather, this could mean that if one measures the percentage 
of the community population who has an irregular status, one measures a migration-based 
variable which could be interpreted in a disaster risk assessment. 
As the example of this variable shows, there possibly have been some misunderstandings 
in the questioning of the survey. One explanation for this might be that many of the experts 
interviewed are mainly migration researchers and therefore naturally take a migration-
focused view, thinking more of all the different types and impacts of migration than of the 
general relevance of migration dynamics compared to other factors for a specific variable. In 
retrospective, personal interviews (as opposed to the fill-in survey which has been used) might 
have alleviated this problem as more individual explanations could have been given. However, 
such an approach also might have led to fewer experts participating in the survey as the effort 
for organizing a meeting would have been much higher for experts than just filling in a survey. 
After all, only the mean answers for two of the eighteen variables assessed have been surprising. 
One is the variable concerning the legal status of a population that has already been expanded 
on. The other is the variable “Age structure of a community”, which would have been expected 
to be less strongly influenced by migration. Even though the age structure of a community 
obviously is in parts impacted by the in- and outflow of migrants of a specific age, it would 
have been expected that e.g. fertility and death rates are additional major factors underlying 
this variable. Possibly, the high score of this variable also points towards a misunderstanding 
of the question and thus a weakness of the survey and methodological approach to the expert 
interviews. 
In order to deal with this issue, the comment section has been a very helpful way of 
understanding why experts applied an unexpectedly high or low relevance of migration for 
these two variables. The consideration of this qualitative component, led to the decision to 
include the state variable on the legal status of a community population along with the related 
process variable in the further assessment. As all indicators developed in this thesis are only 
suggestions which would still need to be evaluated and adapted to an actual risk assessment, 
it seems to be beneficial to include a controversial variable as this one, because this enables 
further discussion on this issue. 
Considering all the above observations, the following potential indicators remain for further 
operationalization:
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Table 6: Preliminary Indicator Selection Based on Conceptual and Empirical Clarity and 
Migration Relevance

Impact 
No. Potential Indicator Indicator Type

1. Inflow of people who do not speak the primary language(s)/ common warning languages in an area/
total population Process Indicator

5.
Age structure State Indicator

Net-Migration of mid-aged Process Indicator

6. Net-Migration of skilled labor force (e.g. in health (/DRM) professions) per respective local labor 
market Process Indicator

7. Net-Migration per institutional capacity (of skilled labor force in health (/DRM) professions) Process Indicator

8. Net-Migration per housing market capacity Process Indicator

11. Net-Migration per local spatial hazard patterns Process Indicator

13. Net-Migration per resource capacity Process Indicator

14.
Percentage of community population with irregular status State Indicator 

Inflow of irregular/undocumented migrants relative to total community population Process Indicator

15. Net-Migration of population with a specific socio-cultural characteristic which makes people prone to 
marginalization in the community of interest Process Indicator

27.
Mean number of translocal contacts among community population State Indicator

Mean sustainment of social contacts during migration processes in community Process Indicator

28.
Percentage of families spatially separated in community. State Indicator

Relative number of incidents of family separation during migration processes in community with 
respect to expected impact on mental health Process Indicator

29. Prevalence and direction towards less equity of migration-based socio-cultural exchange impact on 
gender equity Process Indicator

30. Prevalence and direction towards more xenophobia of migration-based socio-cultural exchange 
impact on xenophobia Process Indicator

31.
Mean degree of translocality among livelihood strategies and assets in community State Indicator

Rate of migration resulting in the diversification of livelihood strategies and assets across locales Process Indicator

32. Percentage of population who is able to migrate State Indicator

33. Outflow of financial remittances & outflow of financial support for migrants abroad Process Indicator

34. Total migration-based knowledge and experience transfer that increases knowledge and skills Process Indicator

35. Total migration-based knowledge and experience transfer with respect to its impact on local 
innovative potential Process Indicator

36. Total migration-based knowledge and experience transfer with respect to its impact on sustainability 
of local land use change Process Indicator

3.4.4. Data Availability and Measurability 
In order to be applicable to risk assessments, indicators not only need to be theoretically 
operationalized, but also practically. This means that they should fulfill some pragmatic 
criteria, such as data availability (secondary data) and/or measurability (primary data). In the 
following, the preliminary indicators summarized in table 6 are assessed according to these 
criteria. The following statements derive from the author’s careful consideration based on 
extensive online searches for respective data sets. They represent a first impression of the 
availability and measurability of data for potential migration-related indicators and would 
have to be expanded by more specific data searches/ measurability studies in case that these 
indicators would be applied in a specific risk assessment.
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Table 7: Data Availability and Measurability of Preliminary Indicators
Impact  Potential Indicator Data Availability Measurability

1.
Inflow of people who do not speak the primary 
language(s)/common warning languages in an area/
total population

Not generally available in most census data bases/ 
governmental statistics, but could maybe be concluded from 
proxy information such as the ethnicity or nationality of 
immigrants.

Information could be collected in a census survey.

5.
Age structure Data available in many census bata bases/ governmental 

statistics. Information could be collected in a census survey.

Net-Migration of mid-aged Data available in many census bata bases/ governmental 
statistics. Information could be collected in a census survey.

6. Net-Migration of skilled labor force (e.g. in health (/
DRM) professions) per respective local labor market

Net-Migration by professions/ skill level is partly available in 
census/ governmental statistics. Information on vacancies in 
skilled labor market are usually available from governmental 
statistics.

Information could be collected in a census survey.

7. Net-Migration / institutional capacity (of skilled 
labor force in health (/DRM) professions)

Data on net-migration usually is available (at least on state 
level).
Institutional capacity as measured by the availability of 
professionals working in a specific branch (such as health 
professionals e.g.) is partly available in census/ governmental 
statistics (more data seems to be available for migration of 
health professionals than on disaster risk management).

Information on net-migration and skilled 
professionals working in the country could be 
collected in a census survey.

8. Net-Migration per housing market capacity
Data on net-migration usually is available (at least on state 
level). Housing market capacity might be estimated by 
number of housing units available (data usually available) and 
data on vacant dwellings (data usually available).

Information on net-migration and housing market 
could be collected in a census survey.

11. Net-Migration per local spatial hazard patterns
Data on net-migration usually is available (at least on state 
level). General data on spatial hazard patterns usually is 
available as well.

Information on net-migration could be collected 
in a census survey. Hazard patterns often can be 
estimated drawing on historical records and/or 
geophysical measurements, might however mean 
a lot of effort.

13. Net-Migration per resource capacity
Data on net-migration usually is available (at least on state 
level).
Data on resource capacity (often “carrying capacity”) usually 
not per se available.

Information on net-migration could be collected 
in a census survey. Resource capacity could be 
estimated through geographical analyses, might 
however mean a lot of effort. 

14.

Percentage of community population with irregular 
status

Usually estimates exist in many census data bases/ 
governmental statistics.

Sensitive topic and difficult to measure/ estimate, 
accuracy can be questioned.

Inflow of irregular/undocumented migrants relative 
to total community population

Usually estimates exist in many census data bases/ 
governmental statistics.

Sensitive topic and difficult to measure/ estimate, 
accuracy can be questioned.

15.
Net-Migration of population with a specific socio-
cultural characteristic which makes people prone to 
marginalization in the community of interest

Data on net-migration split up in nationalities is usually 
available, other characteristics might be available as well, but 
depends.

Information could be collected in a census survey.

27.

Mean number of translocal contacts among 
community population No data generally available. Information could be collected on a small scale, 

probably difficult in larger-scale assessments.

Mean sustainment of social contacts during 
migration processes in community No data generally available. Information could be collected on a small scale, 

probably difficult in larger-scale assessments.

28.

Percentage of families spatially separated in 
community. No data generally available. Information could be collected on a small scale, 

probably difficult in larger-scale assessments.

Relative number of incidents of family separation 
during migration processes in community with 
respect to expected impact on mental health

No data generally available. Information could maybe be collected on a small 
scale, but very specific and difficult to assess.

29.
Prevalence and direction towards less equity of 
migration-based socio-cultural exchange impact on 
gender equity

No data generally available.
Difficult to measure, probably only possible to 
assess in small-scale studies with qualitative 
interviews

30.
Prevalence and direction towards more xenophobia 
of migration-based socio-cultural exchange impact 
on xenophobia

No data generally available.
Difficult to measure, probably only possible to 
assess in small-scale studies with qualitative 
interviews

31.

Mean degree of translocality among livelihood 
strategies and assets in community No data generally available. Information could be collected on a small scale, 

probably difficult in larger-scale assessments.

Rate of migration resulting in the diversification of 
livelihood strategies and assets across locales No data generally available. Information could be collected on a small scale, 

probably difficult in larger-scale assessments.

32. Percentage of population who is able to migrate Estimates are currently developed for many places (key word 
“trapped populations”).

Difficult to measure because very hypothetical. 
Estimates can be made, but accuracy can be 
questioned.

33. Outflow of financial remittances &
Outflow of financial support for migrants abroad No data generally available. Information could be collected on a small scale, 

probably difficult in larger-scale assessments.

34. Total migration-based knowledge and experience 
transfer that increases knowledge and skills No data generally available.

Attribution to migration might be difficult, 
therefore not easy to measure, especially in large 
scale assessments. Probably only possible to assess 
in small-scale studies with qualitative interviews.

35.
Total migration-based knowledge and experience 
transfer with respect to its impact on local 
innovative potential

No data generally available.
Attribution to migration might be difficult, 
therefore not easy to measure, especially in large 
scale assessments. Probably only possible to assess 
in small-scale studies with qualitative interviews.

36.
Total migration-based knowledge and experience 
transfer with respect to its impact on sustainability 
of local land use change

No data generally available.
Attribution to migration might be difficult, 
therefore not easy to measure, especially in large 
scale assessments. Probably only possible to assess 
in small-scale studies with qualitative interviews.
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In general, all indicators related to the theme “population movement” are quite well covered 
by governmental statistics and census data, which is usually available, at least on a larger 
scale resolution. With the exception of sensitive data such as the legal status of people, most 
of this data also can rather easily be measured in survey-based studies, and therefore can 
be adapted also to smaller-scale studies which demand for higher resolution data. More 
difficult to obtain is data on socio-cultural processes, knowledge and experience exchange and 
translocal characteristics of livelihood elements. Most of these indicators probably can only 
be applied in small-scale risk assessments which can draw on detailed community surveys. 
Especially the impacts on gender equity, xenophobia, experience and knowledge exchange 
are particularly difficult to quantify and would have to be assessed in risk-index methodologies 
allowing for the inclusion of more qualitative data. It has to be further considered that in 
some languages and settings migration and related processes and terms can have specific, 
unforeseen connotations, making them a potential sensitive topic (TransRe Project 2018, p. 
13). This can make the acquisition of data a particularly difficult task as it requires a careful 
development of appropriate questions and language, and potentially also a certain level of 
trust between the assessed community and the disaster risk researcher.

3.4.5. Spatial Transferability, Generalizability & Temporal Focus

Closely related to the question of measurability is the question of spatial transferability and 
generalizability. Indicators related to population movement can in most cases be assessed 
at any scale and can (as process indicators) also be compared quite easily. It is however 
important for all of the indicators that the context-sensitivity inherent in them is taken into 
account. The process indicators suggested directly incorporate context-related characteristics, 
and therefore represent rather relative measures which are easier to compare, but more 
difficult to generalize across space. They provide the best insights when they are applied to 
scales which allow to differentiate between differing context characteristics. State indicators 
on the other hand are easier to generalize as they measure as-is-conditions, but their risk 
interpretation meanwhile is much more bound to the specific context they are assessed in, 
making them more difficult to compare. 

In terms of temporal focus, process indicators have to be well thought through, because 
the processes they measure always have a time dimension which influences the result. For 
instance, if one measures the mean population inflow per year during the last three years, 
one might receive different results than for the mean population inflow per year during the 
last decade. According to the goals of the respective assessment, a balance has to be found 
between longer time frames which might capture more elements and trends, and shorter time 
scales which might illustrate today’s conditions more precisely (Adger et al. 2004, p. 43).
Also, the selection of state- and process indicators allows for a targeted handling of the 
temporal dimension, as state indicators help to describe the present-day risk profile, while 
process indicators and their focus on trends enable more predictive conclusions on future 
dynamics. 
Thus, a conscious selection of indicator types, time frames and spatial scales can help to design 
a methodological tool which is in line with the goals of the assessment. 
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4. Final Discussion and Conclusion

Building on the many points that have been discussed related to the role of migration in 
disaster risk and its appropriate and practical representation in index-based risk assessments 
in the former chapters, the following, final section of this thesis aims to bring all these issues 
together and to directly address the research questions drawing on these results.

The review of the current recognition of migration in disaster risk indices and the literature 
analysis on migration and disaster risk interrelations revealed that the prevailing, one-sided 
operationalization of migration in risk indices does not match the much more nuanced 
theoretical discourse on the topic in the literature. Accordingly, it has been found that there is 
the potential to enhance the inclusion of migration as a multidimensional risk dynamic in 
disaster risk assessments through a systematical indicator development. This thesis therefore 
has shed light on many aspects of the theoretical and the practical inclusion of migration in 
risk (indicator) concepts. 

Combining a holistic risk understanding and a livelihood-based migration concept, the 
proposed “Translocal Livelihood Risk Model” shows how migration bridges socio-ecological 
systems and their spatially localized structures and characteristics. It therefore adds a whole 
new dimension to risk theory. Besides its translocality aspect, further channels for migration-
based risk implications have been revealed on the micro- (livelihood context) and the  
macro- (SES structures & processes) scale. 
As any other risk or migration model, the model proposed in this thesis is an abstraction 
of the real world. Though it might provide a theoretical framework for many interlinkages 
between migration and disaster risk, some individual migration trajectories or disaster risk 
patterns might not fit in the model. Its strength lies in displaying the intertwining of several 
spatially separated livelihood strategies that are conducted by members of the same social 
unit (household). Thereby, the translocality concept has been combined with a holistic and 
dynamic risk concept. 
Weaknesses might show in the simplified livelihood decision process and in the missing 
distinction of outcomes for different stakeholders. 
These points of criticism however do not impair that the model can be a helpful thinking tool 
to understand why migration is sometimes an outcome, sometimes a dynamic pressure, and 
sometimes a root cause of vulnerability, hazards or resilience. 

Main RQ: Which role does migration play in disaster risk and how can we account for it in quantitative/ 
index-based risk analysis?

RQ 1: Where can migration be placed conceptually in risk theory and methodologically in disaster risk 
assessments?

RQ 1.1:   How can migration and risk models be linked, accounting for specific characteristics of 
                both dynamic concepts, such as the translocality aspect of migration or the 
                embeddedness of risk within the greater socio-natural context?
RQ 1.2:  Which conceptual key interlinkages between migration and disaster risk arise from such 

 a model?
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It also combines micro-scale decision processes with the larger macro-scale dynamics of risk 
and agency and thus helps to conceptualize key factors and interlinkages between both 
spheres. 

A closer examination of these links between migration and disaster risk identified five thematic 
areas of migration impacts through which migration creates risk implications – the Movement 
of Population, the Usage of Financial Remittances, Socio-Cultural Processes, the Diversity of 
Livelihood Assets and Strategies/ the Agency of People, and the Transfer of Knowledge and 
Experiences. It also revealed that migration-related processes which shape disaster risk are 
complex due to 

- their dual process structure which can be subdivided in a direct migration impact and 
a risk variable which entails the actual implication for disaster risk, 

- their context-specificity towards the migrants’ and the SES’ characteristics,

- their actor- and place-specificity due to sometimes opposing effects for immigration 
and emigration dynamics,

- their interconnections, and

- the multicausality of risk implications which can sometimes only be partly attributed 
to migration impacts. 

In general, the literature analysis has shown that migration can play a crucial, but very 
variable and context-specific role in disaster risk production and reduction processes. 

The examination of migration impacts on disaster risk in the literature showed that migration 
should not be operationalized as a general, one-dimensional dynamic with a supposedly clear 
implication for disaster risk. This means that the currently prevailing recognition of migration 
in risk indices, which is mostly focused on migration rates as indicators for increased disaster 
risk, takes a too narrow view. Likewise, sub-classifications in “negative” and “positive” forms 
of migration, e.g. based on the cause of migration, still neglect the multidimensionality of 
migration outcomes within one of these migration “categories”.
Instead, it has been found that risk assessments have to measure the direct impacts through 
which migration translates into vulnerable or resilient conditions. Such impacts can be measured 
as either the underlying process of the impact itself (process variable), or as the outcome 
of the migration impact (state variable). Though the latter indicator type has the practical 
advantage that it can measure as-is risk profiles, the distinction of exclusively migration-based 
state variables has proven to be very difficult due to the often complex interplay of several 

RQ 3:  How does migration impact different components/dimensions of risk?
RQ 3.1:   Which themes of migration impacts on risk can be identified?
RQ 3.2:   How are migration impacts on disaster risk structured?

RQ 4:  How can migration-related risk impacts be operationalized?
RQ 4.1:    How can migration-related risk indicators account for the multidimensionality and 

dynamic nature of migration?
RQ 4.2:   How can migration-related risk indicators be theoretically and conceptually incorporated, 

and practically applied in risk indices?
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different dynamics. This does not mean that the respective state variables are no good risk 
indicators, but they might not be reckoned as particularly migration-based risk variables. 

In the end, the result of this thesis is not a final list of potential indicators, providing a solution 
for a simple one-to-one inclusion of migration impacts in index-based disaster risk assessments. 
The evaluation phases have shown that indicators can have very different purposes and 
preconditions and thus potential indicators can be more or less useful depending on the 
characteristics and goals of the assessment they should enhance. Mainly based on the 
considerations of measurability, data availability and transferability, potential indicators can 
usually be more attributed to one of the following two types of assessments:

•	 Rather large-scale assessments with a comparably low effort for the acquisition of de-
tailed, context specific data and a high demand for generalizability and transferability.

•	 More small-scale assessments with sensitive and customary options to capture certain 
context-specific processes and a respectively lower demand for generalizability and 
transferability.

Moreover, depending on the indicator type (process or state indicator), the potential indicators 
either show a higher potential to detect migration-related trends or patterns of disaster risk. 
Sorted in a table according to the two distinctions above, the following lists of conceptually 
and empirically valid, potential indicators can be concluded from the considerations mainly 
presented in chapters 3.4.2-3.4.5. The plus or minus in brackets behind each indicator shows, 
whether a high, positive49 value for this indicator is expected to indicate a relatively increased 
(+) or decreased (-) disaster risk trend/profile.

49  For the indicators measuring net-migration, a high, positive value indicates that immigration (positive 
prefix) impacts outweigh emigration (negative prefix) impacts.
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Table 8: Final List of Proposed Migration-Related Indicators Sorted by Assessment 
Characteristics

Assessment of migration-related risk trends
Assessment of migration-
related current risk profiles/
characteristics

Rather large-scale 
assessments with 
a comparably 
low effort for 
the acquisition 
of detailed, 
context specific 
data and a high 
demand for 
generalizability 
and 
transferability.

→	 Inflow of people who do not speak the primary 
language(s)/ common warning languages in an 
area/total population (+)

→	 Net-migration of mid-aged (-)
→	 Net-migration of skilled labor force (e.g. in health/

DRM) professions) per respective local labor mar-
ket (-)

→	 Net-migration/institutional capacity (of skilled 
labor force in health/DRM professions) (-)

→	 Net-migration per housing market capacity (+)
→	 Net-migration per local spatial hazard patterns (+)
→	 Net-migration per resource capacity (+)

→	Percentage of community 
population with irregular 
status (+)

→	Age structure of a com-
munity (young & elderly 
population/ mid-aged 
population) (+)

→	Percentage of population 
who is able to migrate (-) 
(only sometimes applica-
ble to large-scale assess-
ments)

More small-scale 
assessments 
with sensitive 
and customary 
options to 
capture certain 
context-specific 
processes and 
a respectively 
lower demand for 
generalizability 
and 
transferability.

→	 Net-migration of population with a specific so-
cio-cultural characteristic which makes people 
prone to marginalization in the community of 
interest (+)

→	 Inflow of irregular migrants relative to total com-
munity population (+)

→	 Prevalence and direction towards less equity of 
migration-based socio-cultural exchange impact 
on gender equity (+)

→	 Prevalence and direction towards more xenopho-
bia of migration-based socio-cultural exchange 
impact on xenophobia (+)

→	 Total migration-based knowledge and experience 
transfer that increases knowledge and skills (-)

→	 Total migration-based knowledge and experience 
transfer with respect to its impact on local innova-
tive potential (-)

→	 Total migration-based knowledge and experience 
transfer with respect to its impact on sustainabili-
ty of local land use change (-)

→	 Mean sustainment of social contacts during migra-
tion processes in community (-)

→	 Relative number of incidents of family separation 
during migration processes in community with 
respect to expected impact on mental health (+)

→	 Rate of migration resulting in the diversification of 
livelihood strategies and assets across locales (-)

→	 Outflow of financial remittances (+)
→	 Outflow of financial support for migrants abroad 

(+)

→	Percentage of population 
who is able to migrate (-)

→	Mean number of translo-
cal contacts among com-
munity population (-)

→	Percentage of families 
spatially separated in 
community (+)

→	Mean degree of translo-
cality among livelihood 
strategies and assets in 
community (-)
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Final Conclusion

The above proposed migration-related risk indicators are believed to be a valuable step 
towards a more multi-facetted inclusion of migration in index-based risk assessments.  
The current notion towards migration in risk indices clearly misses many important migra-
tion-based risk impacts. The indicators presented above operationalize a multitude of these 
impacts, while also considering the complexity and internal interlinkages within these.  
However, they still do not provide a full picture. As has been shown during the transparent in-
dicator evaluation stages, many migration impacts were empirically, conceptually or practical-
ly ineligible for the further indicator development. Future studies might straighten the issues 
related with these impacts. Also, it is important to note that none of the proposed indicators 
has been tested in a specific real-world context yet. Due to limitations to this thesis’ extent, 
the seventh to ninth phases (7. Collect Data and Analyze Indicator Results/ 8. Prepare and 
Present Report/ 9. Assess Indicators Performance) of the indicator development phases pro-
posed by Maclaren (1996), could not be conducted. A concluding assessment of the proposed 
indicators by future work on the topic is therefore essential. Especially the practical relevance 
of the proposed indicators for the overall disaster risk of communities would be an indispens-
able next step for the inclusion of such indicators in risk assessments.

The indicator development process which has been followed in this thesis however has 
provided a number of valuable and interesting insights in the intertwining of migration and 
disaster risk, specifically with respect to index-based risk assessment. 
It has been shown how migration can be an outcome, dynamic pressure and root cause of 
disaster risk at the same time. Translocality has been conceptualized as a key factor of risk 
patterns, which individuals and social units face within and beyond their socio-ecological 
systems. Furthermore, it has been drawn attention to the problematic current operationalization 
of migration in risk indices. Guided by a holistic and dynamic understanding of risk, migration 
impacts on disaster risk have been systematically collected, whereupon key risk variables and 
thematic fields of migration impacts have been derived from this collection. With an extensive 
literature review, the ground has been laid for an informed assessment of the conceptual 
and empirical validity of these impacts. Finally, indicators have been evaluated concerning 
their sensitivity towards migration impacts, their measurability and their transferability across 
time and space. After all, by all these efforts, the conceptual, thematical and practical basis 
for an incorporation of migration-related issues into index-based risk assessments has been 
enhanced.

Major problems remain with the operationalization of materialized migration outcomes on 
disaster risk, as an “undisturbed” picture of migration impacts on disaster risk can only be 
provided by process indicators which can solely measure risk trends. 
In this respect, the original goal of this thesis to differentiate indicators which describe 
exclusively migration impacts on disaster risk can be questioned: In many – if not most – real 
world cases it might not be feasible to directly attribute an indicator to one specific underlying 
dynamic. Even apart from its lack of practicality, this approach also might not always be 
the most immediately productive one in order to assess disaster risk patterns. It notably is 

RQ 5:  What ultimate value do the findings have for disaster risk assessment and reduction?
RQ 5.1:    Which risks and opportunities are related to the practical application of the findings 

(specifically regarding the indicator approach)?
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the capability of state indicators to capture more than one risk dynamic at a time, that can 
make them a more accurate means of displaying disaster risk patterns. As long as indicators 
prove to be relevant to the overall disaster risk profile, they therefore can be a meaningful 
tool to identify the most problematic characteristics of a SES with respect to disaster risk, 
which could be addressed through policy measures. Followingly, one might argue that for 
risk assessments such outcome-focused indicators with a rather unclear causality can be very 
helpful. By referring to the state variables developed in this thesis, people within this line of 
thought might find guidance on how disaster risk can be assessed in a way which would allow 
to capture many migration dynamics amongst other risk dynamics. 
Nonetheless, understanding the actual dynamics which influence specific variables are of no 
less importance, particularly if we aim not only for symptomatic policy strategies, but also for 
policies that address disaster risk and enhance resilience by engaging with its actual underlying 
dynamics and root causes. Therefore, the approach taken in this thesis, to single out specific 
migration-related indicators is still seen to be valuable for the overall disaster risk assessment. 
Though, it is believed that a balance needs to be found between very specific indicators such 
as the process indicators proposed in this thesis, and more general state variables which 
can capture many different dynamics but might provide less guidance on how to effectively 
address disaster risk. A reasonable way to seek for such a balance might be a multi-level risk 
analysis, which starts from more general state variables to acquire an overall impression of 
the prevalent disaster risk patterns and then, in a second step, assesses more specific process 
indicators for issues which have been found to play a significant role for the overall risk profile 
of the community and which thus need to be further understood.

Above all these thoughts, one has to keep in mind the general dangers which are related 
to an over-simplification and over-generalization inherent in mainly quantitative indicator 
approaches. The conceptual or contextual interpretation of each indicator never is completely 
objective. Though the proposed indicators can help to better estimate disaster risk under 
consideration of migration dynamics, they are just as unable to show a completely accurate 
picture of the “real” disaster risk of a community as any other risk indicator. Nevertheless, 
indicators are a frequently used tool to simplify complex disaster risk patterns, particularly as 
a favored decision-supporting tool for policy makers. As such, they are a powerful means of 
drawing attention and resources towards certain risk reduction projects. With respect to this 
fact, the presented operationalization of migration is of crucial importance due to two reasons:
First, it provided a well-grounded criticism of the notion towards migration spread by these 
tools hitherto. This is important because the one-sided understanding of migration impacts 
on disaster risk might lead to predominantly migration-constraining disaster risk reduction 
strategies. As has been shown, migration has a much more complex, and sometimes also 
resilience-building effect on disaster risk. This means that policy strategies that are meant to 
reduce disaster risk, but which are rooted onto a solely negative understanding of migration 
impacts on disaster risk, and therefore generally restrict migration, might even increase 
disaster risk. 
Second, migration is a key population dynamic which influences societies all around the word. 
Therefore, it is also no option to leave the prevailing migration-related disaster risk indicators 
out of the assessment without a proper replacement. The power inherent in risk assessments 
needs to be utilized to draw attention towards the multifaceted impacts of migration as a 
major risk dynamic. This thesis has conducted important steps towards such a new and more 
holistic recognition of migration in risk assessments in the future. 
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Glossary

Adaptation describes, in comparison to coping, more long-term, oftentimes strategic mea-
sures to counter disaster risk by creating new resources available for coping or by 
addressing vulnerability factors (Birkmann et al. 2013a, pp. 4-5; Birkmann 2013b, 
pp. 22-23).

Coping  refers to resources available to respond to and minimize the harmful conse-
quences of shocks and stresses (Birkmann et al. 2013a, pp. 4-5; Birkmann 2013b, 
pp. 22-23).

Disaster risk  is defined as the probability and magnitude of harmful consequences that result 
of an interplay of hazards and vulnerability (UNISDR 2004, p. 16).

Disaster describes the manifestation of harmful consequences that result of an interplay 
of hazards and vulnerability, leading to wide-spread adverse human, material, 
economic and environmental effects which disrupt the normal functioning of 
a community and require extensive measures for response and recovery (IPCC 
2012, p. 5; UNISDR 2004, p. 17).

Dynamic Pressures are processes that translate macro-level social, political or ecological 
characteristics of a system (root causes) into vulnerability (which is in this concept 
labelled “unsafe conditions”) (Wisner et al. 2004, p. 53).

Exposure  addresses the physical presence of an element within the spatial and temporal 
range of a hazard event or process (Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 8).

Hazard refers to natural, anthropogenic or socio-ecological slow- or sudden-onset events 
or processes that can potentially cause harmful consequences to elements and 
individuals exposed to it (Birkmann 2013b, p. 23; Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 8).

Index usually refers to a single number resulting from a (weighted) summation or 
multiplication, aggregating two or more indicators (variables) (Ott 1978 as cited 
in Gallopín 1997, p. 3). 

Indicator  is a variable which is an operational representation of an attribute that can be 
interpreted to convey information on the condition or trend of a specific system 
or phenomenon of interest. The information contained in the value (or state) 
of the indicator arises solely from its conceptual (e.g. through a hypothesis) 
or contextual (e.g. through comparison) interpretation. An indicator always 
represents a certain abstraction of the actual attribute (Gallopín 1997, p. 3; 
Birkmann 2013a, p. 87).

Livelihood refers to the capabilities, assets and activities deployable for a living, that are available 
to an individual or system (such as a household) (Chambers & Conway 1991, p. 6).
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Migration is “the movement of a person or a group of persons, either across an international 
border, or within a State. It is a population movement, encompassing any kind of 
movement of people, whatever its length, composition and causes; it includes 
migration of refugees, displaced persons, economic migrants, and persons 
moving for other purposes, including family reunification” (IOM 2011, pp. 62-63).

Resilience describe a system’s capacity to deal with disturbances in the way that it maintains 
or quickly reestablishes its essential function (Birkmann 2013b, pp. 32-33; Folke 
2006, p. 259). This includes a system’s capabilities to cope with stressors such as 
hazards, avoiding the loss of/ critical damage to main functions, to recover from 
disturbances and damages to the system through re- and self-organization, and 
to anticipate future disturbances through adaptive processes and transformation, 
including innovation and learning (Folke 2006, p. 259). In contrast to susceptibility, 
the concept of resilience emphasizes the availability and accessibility of individual 
or societal capacities to cope and adapt to identified hazard risks (Birkmann et al. 
2013a, p. 4).

Root Causes rather static, macro-level characteristics of the overall socio-ecological system 
at risk which can translate into dynamic pressures that ultimately result in 
vulnerability (in this concept labelled “unsafe conditions”) (Wisner et al. 2004, p. 
53-53).

Socio-Ecological System Socio-Ecological Systems (SES) are coherent systems consisting of, on the one 
hand, anthropogenic, socio-political and cultural patterns and processes and, on 
the other hand, biophysical, ecological dynamics. Both subsystems (social and 
ecological) continuously interact and regulate a constant flow of critical resources 
(natural, socio-economic and cultural) between the subsystems (Redman et al. 
2004, p. 163).

Susceptibility  refers to the predisposition of elements at risk to suffer harm (Birkmann et al. 
2013a, p. 8).

Translocality describes a variety of processes which produce close interrelations between 
people and places. These interrelations are mainly shaped through different 
forms of exchange within spatial (migration) networks. Migrants often maintain 
connections to their social networks in their home places, exchanging diverse 
kinds of resources with these. These resources can be tangible (such as goods or 
money) and intangible (such as information, ideas, cultural identities or services 
and labor). As translocal interrelations connect places, they transform localities 
into interdependent translocal spaces (TransRe Project 2018, pp. 18-19; Peth 
2014; Sakdapolrak 2014, p. 9).

Vulnerability describes the propensity of exposed elements (such as physical assets or 
individuals and their livelihoods) to experience harm when impacted by a 
potentially harmful event or process (hazard) (Birkmann et al. 2013a, p. 3).

Annexes
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II. Full Table - Currently Used Migration-Related Disaster Risk Indicators and Their Interpretation
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